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Relay passes $1M watermark
By KRISTY HOPPER
Staff Writer
"With this total, Calloway
County has now become the first
team in the region to raise more
than $1 million over the life of its
Relay."
RELAY.
Those aimments
by
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4 Relay for Life
10 ...chairwoman
Pat Latimer in
4 NM
4
IR the aftermath
RI of Relay were
A VIIA/AUVUNTTO joined with a
F MUT CAPICIR
of
witowoodiftwow round
applause from
the crowd after her announcement That $277028.18 -had-beenraised this year.
Although this year's total fell
about $24,000 short of last year's
total, Latimer said, "despite economic conditions and the fact
there were 20 fewer teams participating in this year's Relay, this is
an awesome total."
"It couldn't have been done
'without the support in fundraising-efforts from the community
and sponsors,- she added.
Despite cool and wet weather
conditions Friday night and into
Saturday morning, Latimer said
Relay was still a success with
more than 280 cancer survivors
participating and about $17,000
raised through luminary donations, which-is about $2,000 more
than last year.
Knowing the likelihood of
there not being II teams from
Mattel this year, it tried going out
with a bang last year raising more,
than 550.000. According to
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ROUND OF APPLAUSE ... Relay for Life chairperson Pat Latimer, standing, is joined by a round
of applause Saturday morning shortly after announcing this year's Relay total of more than
5277.000.

Month will give
legislators some
time to cool off
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Local legislators Bob Jackson
and Buddy Buckingham are predicting the Kentucky General Assembly
will likely not reconvene until June,
leaving the state without a budget
for at least another month.
Jackson (D-Murray)said that the
task of shaping a budget lies again in
the hands of-Gov.--Paul _Patton, who
indicated last week that he will
probably not call legislators back
until Republicans in the Senate
agree to leave budgeted monies for
the public financing of gubernatorial campaigns intact.
"(Patton) basically said when the
Senate Republicans can agree on a
budget, we'd go back into special
session," said Jackson. "He doesn't
want to waste our time and the taxpayers' money on a special session
until that happens."
The legislature's first special session ended much like its annual regular session. The House approved a
budget allowing for partial public
financing in gubernatorial campaigns, and the Senate rejected it.
"The Senate Republicans just
refuse to go along with a law that
has been in effect for 10 years,"
Buckingham, also a Democrat, said
Friday. "We probably should not
have been called back so quickly.
We probably should have had a
month off in there."
The General Assembly's squab-

bles over the campaign financing
issue has reach
such proportions
that U.S. Sen.
John McClain, a
Republican from
even
Arizona,
weighed in on the
issue last week by
sending a letier_to Buckingham
the
House
expressing - his
support
of
Kentucky's current system.
Jackson said "99 percent" of the
budget is being agreed upon by both
the House and the .Senate, but
Republican Senate president David
Williams has refused to budge on,
the issue of campaign financing.
"The Democrats have given a
considerable amount the last few
days," Jackson said. "They've given
as much as they can without getting
rid of the program. The other side
just won't meet us halfway."
Buckingham said one factor that
,has made the issue so volatile is the
fact that Republicans in the Senate
attempted to make the budget.
change late in this year's session and
with very little debate.
"(The House) sent a bill down to
(the Senate) to make some changes
in ,the--financlog-law; but they chose
to ignore it.'" he said. "Then. on the
57th day of a 60-day session, they
bring it up. We felt like it's way too

•See Page 2

Letter carriers plan to keep going despite bomb fears
By The Associated Press
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Less than six
months after an anthrax scare rocked the
U.S. Postal Service, mail carriers have a
new form of terrorism on their hands: pipe

bombs.
Mail carriers were expected to return to
their routes Monday with a heightened sense
of caution following the discovery of 15
mailbox pipe bombs across the Midwest

since Friday, authorities said.
The postal service asked customers in
Nebraska. Iowa and northwest Illinois with
roadside delivery to secure their mailbox
doors open or remove the doors to ensure

service.
"We are instructing our carriers not to
deliver to any closed receptacles," said Mike
Matuzek, U.S. Postal Service district manager for Nebraska and southwest Iowa.

Matuzek called it a temporary precaution
while the investigation continues. Locked
mailboxes like the ones in post offices will
have normal mail delivery.

•See Page 2

Report: Parents footing kids' Finding Hidden Treasures
college bills becoming scarce
By ARLENE LEVINSON
AP National Writer
Students who go straight from
high school to college and, after
studying at their parents' expense,
leave the same campus four years
later with a degree are now a minority at the nation's four-year schools,
a new study says.
Presenting a portrait of today's
college students from existing
research, the American Council on
Education said in a report released
Monday about three-quarters of students work while earning a fouryear degree. A quarter hold down
full-time jobs.
The Washington-based council is
an umbrella group of colleges, universities and higher education
groups. Its report, titled "Access &
Persistence," was commissioned to
give college executives a fuller picture than they might get trying to
digest reams of U.S. government
figures on education.
The report was derived from a
variety of federal research projects
tracking the progress of college students over 10 years in the 1980s and

1990s.
Some of its findings include:
• Among 9 million students earning bachelor's degrees, 40 percent
come straight from high school,
attend classes full time and work
part time — or not at all — while
their parents shoulder the cost of
school.
• College students are a diverse
group: 55 percent are women, 30
percent are minorities and 20 percent are foreign-born or immigrants'
children. Eleven percent grew up
speaking a language other than
English.
• While 64 percent of students
earn a bachelor's degree within five
years, another 16 percent are still
enrolled five years later.
The remaining 20 percent have
left school, possibly, but not definitively, to resume their education
later.
• Less than half of college students, 47 percent, stay enrolled at
the school where their studies began
and earn a degree there within five
years.
While none of the research is

new, its overall impact is powerful,
said Jacqueline King, director of the
council's Center for Policy
Analysis, which commissioned the
study by an outside researcher.
Most significant is the complex
picture it gives of how people are
obtaining a higher education, King
said.
"The old notion ... staying at the
same place for four years and getting a degree is just so rare these
days," she said.
"We've got a system that's more
consumer-driven than ever before,
and students are very actively moving around, picking up what they
want, when they want it, where they
want it," she added.
Decisions are based on academic
interest, and convenience.
The report, which also looked at
who gets to go to college and what
happens after college, showed a parents' level of education affects the
likelihood of attending college. It
also found youngsters put through a
rigorous high school curriculum are
more likely to go to college, even if
their parents did not.
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FINDING INTERESTING ITEMS ... Curious passerbys browse through items at a yard sale
between Arby's and Hardee's on Highway 641 Saturday morning. This was part of the citywide yard sale held throughout Murray Saturday.
414.
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Morning hunt bags would-be burglar PoliceFireLogs
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Todd Seargent woke up early Saturday morning with the hopes of bringing home a turkey. And
he did — sort of.
Seargent. a 31-year-old sales representative for
Schering-Key Pharmaceuticals, was getting ready
to go hunting at approximately 4 a.m. Saturday
when he heard a noise outside his home at 503
Broad St.
When Seargent entered the front room of the
house, he saw a man attempting to cut the screen
on a window on the side of the house. When the
man saw Seargent. he ran away. Instead of calling
the police. however, Seargent. already dressed in
his camouflage and hunting boots, gave chase.
"The adrenaline kind of took over," Seargent
.aid Sunday "I didn't really think until after it
was, over that he could have had a knife or a gun
or some other kind of weapon."
Seargent, who served four years in the Navy,
said he chased the man, who was later identified
as James. M. Pryor Jr.. 21. Murray, approximately 300 yards to the backyard of a home on Vine
Street. When Pryor stopped momentarily to turn

around and say something, Seargent tackled him. with second-degree attempted burglary. He was
Seargent said he pinned Pryor, who then also charged with a warrant for failure to pay
from McCracken County. He is currently lodged
attempted to explain what he was doing.
"He told me he was looking for a warm place in the Calloway County Jail on $5,000 cash bond.
According to MPD Detective Capt. Eddie
to get," Seargent said. "Then he said, 'I've got a
Rollins,
several items believed to be stolen were
job
a
2-year-old,' so I told him he needed to get
recovered from Pryor's backpack. While Rollins
instead of robbing people."
Seargent said the two then got to their feet. did not specify what those items were, he said an
Seargent made Pryor put the backpack he was investigation is continuing and other charges
carrying on over both arms so he could not swing against Pryor are pending.
As for Seargent's efforts, Rollins said that
it. Seargent then led Pryor back to the residence
while he helped police officers, his actions would
Broad Street.
Seargent said at one point Pryor attempted to not be recommended.
-We don't recommend people chasing down
break free. Seargent had confiscated a flashlight
from Pryor after tackling him and used it to hit suspects," Rollins said. "For safety reasons, we
him in the head with as he tried to get away again. would recommend that they notify us as quickly
After getting back to the residence, Seargent as possible with as much information as possihad his wife. Amanda, 29, call the Murray Police ble."
Seargent, who has a 3-year-old son and 1-yearDepartment. He said he also had her get his pisold daughter, said all he was thinking of was protol, which was only loaded with "rat shot."
"Amanda didn't know what was going on," tecting his family.
"All your life, you think about what you would
Seargent said. "She told the police dispatcher,
'All I know is my husband is out on the porch do if somebody broke into your house." he said.
"It happened, and I did exactly what I had imagwith a guy. and he's yelling at him."
Following a brief investigation by Murray ined."
Police Department officers, Pryor was charged
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brings a lot of innocent people into
the fray of this thing where they
really don't belong."
Six people were injured by
es ininvo. in Illinois and Iowa on
Friday. Two other bombs found in
Iowa did not explode. Then, six
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bombs were found Saturday in rural
areas of Nebraska, and a seventh
was found Sunday. They were all
later detonated harmlessly by
authorities.
An anti-government note found
with the bombs warned of more
"attention- -getters,"--and federal
authorities described the bombs as
an act of domestic terrorism.

Murray Police Department
• Murray police officers arrested a 28-year-old Murray man Friday
evening after finding what appeared to be crack cocaine in his vehicle.
MPD officers stopped a 1997 Buick driven by Hughron Payne Friday at
approximately 8:25 p.m. Payne was stopped for driving on the wrong side of
a bridge leaving Spring Creek Oaks subdivision. Following a brief investigation, Payne was found to be in possession of what appeared to be crack
cocaine. Drug paraphernalia was also found in Payne's possession
Payne was charged with first-degree possession of a controlled substance (cocaine), possession of drug paraphernalia and driving under the
influence (drugs). Payne was released from the Calloway County Jail on
$2,500 cash bond.
Kentucky State Police
•Two Marshall County men who were admitted at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital after a weekend accident have been released_
A 1989 Ford Ranger driven by Michael D. Hopkins, 31, Hardin, was traveling west down a hill on KY 80 when, for an undetermined reason, he overcorrected to the left, which caused his vehicle to turn counter-clockwise and
slide to the left, entering the eastbound lane of traffic. Hopkins' vehicle then
struck a 2000 Lincoln Navigator driven by Ronnie M. Shearer, 49. Hardin. on
the front end. Both vehicles then rotated and traveled down a 30-foot
embankment on the south side of the road, when they each struck a different tree and came to a final rest.
Shearer was treated and released at MCCH. Hopkins and a passenger in
Shearer's vehicle, Will Shearer, 13, Hardin, were admitted to MCCH, but
were later released.
Kentucky State Police were assisted at the scene of the accident by the
Marshall County Sheriff's Department, Marshall County Rescue Squad, the
Hardin/South Marshall Fire Department and Marshall County EMS
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
•A vehicle driven by Michael Farley, 49, Almo, was rear-ended by anothIn addition to the real bombs,one er vehicle driven by Herschel H. Pace,87, Almo, on 1,:S. Highway 641 North
fake bomb was found Sunday in Saturday morning.
A passenger in Pace's vehicle, Nadine Pace, 87. Almo, was admitted to
Nebraska, and 18-year-old man was
arrested in the prank, the U.S. Postal the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for injuries, but was later released.
Murray Fire Department
Service said.
firefighters
responded to a report of a woman whose
two
and
truck
One
•
Roger Humphries, a postal service spokesman. declined to describe arm was caught in the hood of a vehicle at the Holiday Inn Express on U.S.
the- -1-atest deviees, The—Postal—--Highway-6417Nerth-Friday at 1:22 p.m. The firefighters were called back to
Service doesn't want to deal with the station before they arrived, at the scene,. however.
— Information gathered from reports, logs
anymore hoaxes, he said.
and citations from respective agencies
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Latimer, this .year, the five Mattel
teams took it all in stride and ended
with a bang once again as they were
rewarded for being the largest contributors at the corporate level for
raising $32,276.78.
"Considering they (Mattel)
raised more than half of what they
raised last year with fewer teams.
it's incredible." Latimer commented.
At the non-corporate level.
awards were given to the multi-team
Tina Ammons and Friends for. raising $7,696.81, the most money
raised by a non-corporate, multiteam. Murray State University Food
Services contributed $6.008.35.
which was the large.st amount raised
by a single, non-corporate team.:
Ammons was recognized as the
individual who raised the most
amount of money,, bringing in
S2.0(X) for relay. Alpha Gamma
Delta was the university student
team that contributed the most
money, raising $2.731. and Fir.i
United Methodist Church's youth
earned an award for being the youth
team that raised the most amount of
Money for contributing $2,532.54.
Other awards presented Saturday
KRISTY HOPPER "Ledger & Times photo
were Best Campsite (Hazel
Woman's Club for its John Deere AWARD WINNING ... Mattel employee Cathy Balentine, left,
decoration). Best Team Theme accepts the People's Choice Award on behalf of Mattel at the
(First United Methodist Church close of Relay for Life on Saturday morning.
south's "Strike Out Cancer" theme),
patient services.
Itus year's People's Choice
and MSC's RichMond College Award was earned by Mattel.
"Our Relay for Life coordinator
earned the award for Most Team
According to Latimer, those from the American Cancer Society,
Spirit.
wishing to contribute to this year's Kim Slone, has provided assistance
Relay may still do so by contacting and almost daily support to the
Calloway County Relay committee.
her at 753-8574.
Money raised through Relay for We appreciate her tremendous conLife will be turned over to the tribution to the success of our Relay
American Cancer Society which for Life," Latimer said.
L. • \ILI rr,1%, l<1 42071
For more information about
will use the money towards
BUY - SELL - TRADE
research. education, advocacy and ACS. call 800-ACS-2345.
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TOM CAMP

We build strong kids,strong families,strong communities.
WHAT ARE YOVR KIDS DOING THIS SVMMER?
Enroll now and join other YMCA kids arid counselors as we

"Explore Our Community."
Come by or call for more info:
808 Chestnut St. • Murray • 759-9622

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL
Casseroles & Teapots 20% Off
New Quilted French Purses For Mom
French Linens, Placemats, Tablecloths, Napkins & Soap
Handmade Italian Murano Glass Jewelry

HAPPY, Texas(AP) — A tornado swept through a western Texas
town Sunday night, killing at least
two people and injuring others.
Although about 20 homes were
leveled, everyone in the town of647
was accounted for. Department of
Public Safety trooper Wayne
Beighle said.
"We have found everybody.
Fortunately all of them turned up,"
Beighle said. •
At least four people were injured,
city secretary Patricia Simms said.
Tonya Smith and her husband
were driving toward Happy when
they saw the tornado form.

"It happened ,o suddenly, we
thought it was just a really big dust
devil. It was right beside us. We
stopped and watched it until we
realized what it was." Tonya Smith
said.
Authorities from nearby communities were helping with cleanup
and recovery operations.
The tornado was one of at least
six reported in the state. Sunday.
Homes and buildings were damaged
by those storms, but no major
injuries were reported.
Happy is located about 30 miles
south of Amarillo.

Nashville flight returns _
safely after engine fails
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) — An
American Airlines jetliner returned
to Nashville International Airport on
Sunday evening after one of its two
•
engines failed.
Flight 1307- landed safely about
four hours after taking off for Los
Angeles. airport spokeswoman
Cathy Holland said. It carried 105
passengers and crew.

Passenger Kim Ferrier said she L
heard three loud bangs during the-,
flight and "things didn't feel right.Passenger Bob Tigert praised the'
pilot for landing the plane safely.
"The pilot got a lot of hugs and kisses," he said.
What caused the engine problem
was not immediately know n.

IN Cool off ...
the governor.
Both Jackson
important of an issue to tackle in and Buckingham
that manner."
said they hope
Atki
"It's not a budget issue," Jackson the break for legissue."
political
a
"It's
added.
will
islators
Buckingham even speculated allow them to
that pressure to change the financing cool down and
law was being put on Kentucky come back with
Republicans by their Washington leveler heads.
Jackson
counterparts, most notably U.S. Sen.
Jackson said
Mitch McConnell.
he believes the time spent with con"Sen. McConnell and some oth- stituents should also help to reshape
ers are going to send a tonef money legislators' opinions.
down here and try to buy the gover"I'm sure once David Williams
said. gets home and starts getting phone
Buckingham
norship,"
"(McCain) realizes that without calls about why we didn't pass a
some type of spending limits that the budget. he'll change his tune." he.
private interest groups would own said.
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Tenn. ranks KentuckyBriefs
low on state Bar-B-Q Festival set for
govt. costs weekend in Owensboro

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — .The 24th annual International Bar-B-Q
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) Festival begins Friday, and more than 86,000 people are expected to attend.
In 1978, the Owensboro-Daviess County Chamber of Commerce and
— Tennessee ranks second only to
South Dakota for keeping state taxes four local barbecue restaurants announced the creation of "the world's first
low, show figures released by the barbecue-burgoo championship." The festival is centered around a cooking
contest between teams who barbecue hundreds of pounds of beef, chicken,
U.S. Bureau of Census.
Tennessee ranks 49th of the 50 pork and turkey.
In 1978. nearly 15,000 people attended the three-day event and it has
states in per capital cost of state government, the Chattanooga Times been growing each year. In the past couple of years, the event has drawn an
estimated 85,000 people. officials said.
Free Press reported last week.
Census figures shbw that the
average Tennessean paid $1,362 in
all forms of state taxes in 2001.
DES MOINES,Iowa(AP) - None of the tickets sold for the Powerball
That's 30.8 percent less than the
U.S. average. The state collects 60.4 game Saturday night matched all six numbers drawn. Players matching all
percent of its revenue with sales five numbers and the Powerball would have won or shared the $54.4 miltaxes.
lion jackpot. The prize goes to an estimated %I million for Wednesday.
Tickets that match the first five numbers, but miss the Powerball, win
$100,000 each. They were sold in: Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Idaho,
Indiana (2), Iowa, Kansas (2). Kentucky (2), Montana (2), Nebraska,
Oregon, and Rhode Island (2).

amine

Two Kentucky tickets hit 5

Kentucky
graduation
held Sunday

(ok

'2

Photos provided by MMS

TOOTING THEIR OWN HORNS ... Above, Murray Middle students Sydney Smith, Alex Adams, Zach Buck and Charlton
Claywell practice on their recorders, while fourth grader Alex
Stephens creates a watercolor.

Music, Motion & Masterpieces
will be held tonight. May 6, at 7
p.m. in the MMS auditorium.
Admission is free to this showcase of visual and performing arts
and all students, family members,
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
and friends are invited to attend.
University of Kentucky President
Student performances will
Lee Todd urged graduating students
include a rendition of the Frank
to
follow their dreams at the
Sinatra classic "The Way You
school's 135th commencement on
Look Tonight," as well as "Flip,
Sunday.
Flop and Fly" from the motion
Todd, who became president in
picture "Chicken Run" and Kool
July, spoke to about 5,600 graduates
& the Gang's "Jungle Boogie" by
at MemorialColiseum It istradition
the MM-S---latz--Banct.-The-M-MS
'
at UK that the new president be the
choir will perform "The Reason
keynote speaker at his first comWhy We Sing" by Kirk Franklin
mencement.
and a Cuban Samba entitled "Tico
Before Todd spoke, the assembly
Tico."
shared a moment of silence for a UK
A fifth grade Recorders class
student and another man who died
will perform a variety of music
last week after the two crashed
ranging from rock to waltzes -and
through a dormitory window.
some student compositions as
Student Jeffrey Pfetzer, 19, and Matt
well. A Theater Skills class will
Rzepka, 22, the brother of another
perform an act from their upcomstudent,
died early Thursday.
ing play "The Princess and the
About
2,300 University of
presPea" and P.E. students will
Kentucky undergraduate students
ent a "Jump Rope for Heart" roureceived diplomas, along with 849
tine.
UK graduate students, said George
Hallways will also display an
Lewis,
a UK spokesman.
works
to
exhibit
of
student
art
Jennifer Lynn Kasten, who is
round out the evening. Pieces will
headed to a school in London to
be judged prior to the event and
study
infectious diseases, was the
awards will be presented. Three
speaker. Kasten received a
student
pieces entered in the 67th annual
Marshall scholarship, given to about
Paducah Women's Club show will
40 students nationwide each year.
also be on display and winners
Also graduating were Taquoya
will be announced.
Owens
and Dougie Allen, the first
perfontiance
by
the
A special
two graduates of a scholarship proWillow Creek Bluegrass Band
gram set up by former UK basketwill also be a part of the evening
ball player Jamal Mashburn, who
events featuring assistant princinow- plays for the- Charlotte Hornets
pal Angie Milicrocl.
in the NBA.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOS PITAL

Nurses Carefor America
and we care for our nurses
Nurses at MurrayCalloway:County
Hospital are the
key to our success.
Providing
excellent patient
care is their top
priority. May 61.2,is National
Nurses Week and
toe at MCCH
want our nurses to
know how much
their hard work
and dedication is
appreciated
803 POPLAR STREET• MURRAY. KY 42071‘42-0) 762-1100. VIVA'MURRAYHOSPITAL.ORG
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Public financing:
Is it 'The End'
or is it salvation
of democracy?
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — At
the extremes it has been called a
threat to democracy or insurance
that people of modest means can
run for governor and removal of the
taint of big money from elections.
It has also
conjured all
sorts of slogans
and catch phrases: Welfare for
politicians. A
blank check. A
brake on cashand-carry campaigns. A way to
remove the 'For
Sale' sign from
Capitol
the Capitol. A
Ideas
failed experiBy Mark
ment.
Chellgren
Whatever
AP Writer
else it is.
Kentucky's system for partial
public financing of gubernatorial
campaigns has become indisputably
the greatest impediment to the state
having a budget for the next two
years.
The system was created in 1992.
The previous year. the gubernatorial
campaigns had cost upward of $21
million, capping a steady trend
from when John Y. Brown Jr.
financed his own race in 1979.
At the time. partisan disagreement was not so heated.
Sen. Mitch McConnell. R-Ky..
was a vocal opponent. But Larry.
Forgy, a Republican who had withdrawn from the 1987 campaign
;after complaining about having to
sell his political soul for contributions. welcomed public financing
and took part as the GOP nominee
in-I995. Forgy has since disavowed
the system.
At its core, the system seems
simple.
The trigger is a spending limit.
In 1995, it was a total of $1.8 million. The limit is indexed for inflation and is expected to be about
$2.13 million in 2003.
Candidate slates — governor
and lieutenant governor running
together as a single ticket — can
raise up to $710.000 through ordinary contributions from individuals
and political action committees. If
they agree to abide by the oNerall
spending limit, their fund-raising is
matched with $2 from the treasury
for $I raised, or an additional $1.42
million. Participating in the public
financing also requires taking part
in televised forums.
In order to get any matching
money. a candidate must raise at
least $355.000.
If a primary fails to produce a
candidate who w ins at least 40 per

centof the vote, a runoff would be
held with the top two vote-getters
tecei% mg 5355.000 to conduct a
with no additional
campaign
t und -raising allowed.
The system gets far more complicated if one candidate slate
eschew s public financing. If that
happens and the slate spends more
than the limit, the other candidate
slates can begin raising more
mime\ and have each $1 matched
1s ith another $2.
Thus, the matching public
money' functions as both the carrot
and the stick in the system.
The first use of the public
financing syStem was in 1995.
Three Democratic slates raised
enough qualifying money and the
primary was won by Paul Patton.
Forgy had only nominal opposition
in his primary.
In the general election, a problem of the system became apparent.
While the spending limits apply to
the campaigns. there are no restrictions on spending by political parties. Constitutionally. there is no
wav to limit the fund-raising.and
spending of independent entities,
such as labor or other interest
groups. though the participating
campaigns are prohibited from
coordinating their efforts.
Coordination also proved a tricky
thing to define. much less regulate.
After some tweaking. the system
never really got tried in 1999
because the Republican candidate,
Peppy Martin. did not raise enough
to receive matching funds.
During the two sessions in
which the legislature failed its obligation to produce 4 budget. Senate
Republicans argued that public
financing was a failure. It might
.more accurately be called an
incomplete experiment because it's
never really been tried. Republicans
have never conducted a primary
\%here more than one Candidate
took part in public financing and
there has never been a runoff.
Senate Republicans also argued
that public: financing could cost far
moth than the $9 million contained
in the budget proposal from Patton.
If there were four qualifying
slates in a Democratic primary,
three in the Republican, two runoffs
and a general election, the Cost
could be $14.2 million.
The unknown comes if one slate
eschew s public financing. And certainly that possibility exists.
Democrat Charlie Owen, a millionaire businessman has declined to
take a position on public financing.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort. Ky.. correspondentfor
The Associated Press.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush's
foreign policy is looking more and more like the
Clinton administration programs he once
scorned: increased involvement in Mideast
peacekeeping, overtures to Russia. lengthy
deployment of U.S. forces abroad and "nation
building.Analysts and administration officials suggest the
Sept. 11 attacks and the surge
in Mideast violence have
given the Bush White House
little choice but to practice
what it hasn't always
preached.
It's been a tough educational_process for the adminAda
istration.
Bush once disparaged the
on
Washingt
far-flung U.S. humanitarian
Today
missions and nation-building
By Torn Raum
of the Clinton years. He
Associated
talked of bringing U.S. troops
Press Writer
home from Bosnia and
Kosovo. He eschewed a U.S.
role in Mideast peacemaking.
He drew a hard line on Russia.
"American foreign policy in a Republican
administration should refocus the United States
on the national interest," Condoleezza Rice. now
the president's national security adviser, wrote in
a 2000 article in Foreign Affairsmagazine.
Real-world complexities, however. "bring
you into different kinds of situations in which
different tactics are important," Rice said last
week as she sought to reconcile her present
duties and past words.
Charting its own path into international
entanglements, the Bush administration increasingly is involved in the Mideast peace process. It
is engaged in post-Taliban nation building in
Afghanistan, where U.S. troops probably will
remain for some time. U.S. forces also are
expected to be part of an international team of
monitors that could oversee any IsraeliPalestinian truce.
Meanwhile, Bush is courting Russian
President Vladimir Putin for the war on terror.

This month in Moscow, the two hope to sign a
major arms-reduction pact and discuss closer
economic ties.
The administration is also carrying on the
Clinton administration's policies of engagement
with China, despite Bush's campaign criticism
of Clinton's China policy.
"It's a common phenomena" for a president
to wind up following the foreign-policy practices
of his predecessor after attacking them on the
campaign trail, said former Rep. Lee Hamilton,
D-Ind., head of the Woodrow Wilson
International Center.
-Things look very different to you from the
outside looking in. And they look very different
to you from the campaign rostrum than they do
from the Oval Office." Hamilton said.
Rice. a former Stanford University professor
and provost, has no apologies for saying some
things during Bush's 2000 presidential campaign, and acting quite differently after the terror
attacks.
In a lecture at Johns Hopkins University last
week, she told students that much of what they
study — and what foreign-policy scholars teach
— is irrelevant to actual policy-making.
Academic discussions, including those over
the role of "values" in setting foreign policy,
"enliven our conferences and our classrooms,"
Rice said. "But as a policy-maker. I can tell you
that they obscure reality."
"Power matters," she added.
Rice was asked by students how the United
States could preach democracy while cozying up
to autocratic regimes such as Saudi Arabia and
Pakistan; denounce those who harbor terrorists
while making overtures to Palestinian leader
.Yasser Arafat; or fail to strongly condemn the
brief ouster of Venezuela's democratically elected — but leftist — president.
"It's a complex world," she said. "It is a hard
world."
She said she concluded it is necessary for the
United States to intervene around the world
because "great powers never have and never will
just mind their own business within their borders."
Hard lessons are being learned by her col-

leagues, too.
Vice President Dick Cheney was humbled by
his failure to win any Arab-world support for
toppling Iraq's Saddam Hussein. Secretary of
State Colin Powell was rebuffed by both sides
on his recent Mideast peace mission. Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld faces prolonged
deployments in the anti-terror war, with few
clues on the whereabouts of alleged terror masterniind Osama bin Laden.
Andrew Kuchins, who worked with Rice at
Stanford and is now at the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, said the Sept. II attacks
and increasing Mideast violence clearly transformed the administration's foreign policy. "And
many of the Clinton administration policies are
returning, in•some way, shape or form."
Tom Raum has covered Washington for The
Associated Press since 1973. including five presidencies

Kentucky trying to outthink terrorists
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By CHRIS DUNCAN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
From a windowless office within
Kentucky's Emergency Operations
Center. retired Army Col. Ray
Nelson spends each day trying to
think like a terrorist.
Nelson heads Kentucky's Office
for Security Coordination, created in
November in the aftermath of Sept.
11 to prepare the state for all types
of attacks.
"What we have to do is look at
the threat. If I was a terrorist, what
would I do?" Nelson said.
Nelson has framed a distinguished military career around
answering that question and figuring
out how enemies would carry out
their plans.
A decorated helicopter pilot,
Nelson was one of the first members
of the Fort Campbell unit that would
Special
160th
the
become
Operations Aviation Regiment. The
unit nicknamed the "Night Stalkers"
is trained to fly special forces ccimmandos in and out of hostile territory undetected.
A graduate of the Army War
College near Gettysburg, Pa..
Nelson helped the Army plan several well-known operations, including
the invasions of Grenada and
Panama. and the Persian Gulf for
Operation Desert Storm.

Now, he draws on those experiences to envision worst-case scenarios for terrorist attacks on Kentucky.
"A lot of people come up to me
and say,'Hey, what makes you qualified to do this?" he said in a recent
interview with The Associated
Press. "Well, I've just dealt with this
kind of stuff for a long time — personnel security, access, guards, what
kind of protection do you have at
gates and walls, how's the lighting,
how's the wiring, how are the sensors?"
The first task of Nelson's office
was identifying Kentucky's potential terrorist targets. The list had
about 2,000 — from schools and
hospitals to Churchill Downs to the
oil refinery in Catlettsburg.
Next came identifying the targets
that terrorists would be most likely
to strike, whether the motive was
political, economic or simply inflicting mass casualties.
"You have to look at those and
say,'What's the worst thing that can
happen?' If you had $10 to spend on
security, where would you put that
$10?" Nelson said.
Nelson's ongoing task is assessing how vulnerabilities of the state's
major targets. During the last few
months, he's been consulting on
security preparations at Churchill
Downs leading up to the Kentucky
Derby on Saturday.

Nelson has a bachelor's degree in
sociology and a master's degree in
business administration. He was
working as a peacekeeping consultant when he was hired to head
Kentucky's homeland security
office.
Nelson has visited many sites,
surveying each location, recommending a plan of action for local
law enforcement agencies and then
discussing his ideas with those
responsible for executing the plan.
"I ask, 'What are they not doing
today that they need to do tomorrow? What do they need to increase
security or defend a facility?' I walk
them through that whole process,"
he said.
Nelson said it's much like contingency planning for military operations — only the soldiers are now
civilians, police officers and firefighters.
Nelson toured the Catlettsburg
refinery and met with Marathon
Ashland Petroleum executives in
January.
Greg Jackson, who works in the
department which oversees security
at the facility, said Nelson explained
how terrorists think and stressed the
importance of communication with
local agencies.
Marathon Ashland Petroleum is
planning a simulated response to a
terrorist incident in late May,

Jackson said.
. More than 100 representatives
from various agencies in Kentucky,
Ohio and West Virginia will participate, he said.
"That will give everyone a
chance to evaluate where our deficiencies are," Jackson said.
Jackson said Nelson praised the
security plan the refinery already
had in place.
"We had a good open meeting,"
Jackson said. "We said, 'We're
going to show you what we have,
but you're the experts on terroristtype attacks, so how are we doing
things?'
-And then they offered their perspective and insight, and that was
new for us. We like the fact that this
office is there."
Nelson's office has no authority
to order security changes — Gov.
Paul Patton ckies — but Nelson can
recommend them. Carrying out a
plan falls to an individual facility,
company or local agency.
"We need to have these mutual
support agreements already in place
with the plan already out there, so
when this call comes, we know to
start blocking these roads, start limiting this access, start increasing
internal security, go to a badging
system — every little detail needs to
be thought through and written
down."
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NATIONAL NURSES WEEK ...
Murray Mayor Freed Curd,
seated, and Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
standing, right, signed a
proclamation honoring May 612 as National Nurses Week.
Pictured are, standing from
left, Michael Perlow, associate
professor of nursing at Murray
State University, Rhanda Miller
with the Practical Nursing
Program, Linda
Franklin,
director of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital long-term
care. sally Davenport. viepresident of Patient Care
Services. The week begins
with a nursing tribute today at
noon with another scheduled
for 4:30 p.m. at MCCH.

National Nurses Week is celebrated May 6-12
The work of America's 2.6 million registered nurses to save lives
and to maintain the health of millions of individuals is the focus of
this year's National Nurses Week,
celebrated annually May 6-12
throughout the United States.
"Nurses Care for America" is
This year's theme.
Annually, National Nurses
Week begins on May 6, marked as
RN Recognition Day and Nation
Nurses Day, and ends on May 12,
the birthday of Florence Nightingale, founder of nursing as a modem profession.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and West View Nursing Home
employ close to 300 licensed
nurses. They include nurses with
RN associate, diploma and baccalaureate degrees and licensed practical nurses as well as nurses with
advanced degrees and certifications. During/ Nurses Week,. the
Nurse Week Activity Committee
has planned several activities to

honor MCCH nurses.
Today in the front lobby of
MCCH. there will be a Nursing
Tribute from noon-I2:30 p.m. and
4:30-5 p.m. The tribute will be a
brief 30-minute presentation recognizing the significant contributions
of all nurses. Included in the presentation will be insights into the future of nursing through legislative
efforts of the Kentucky Board of
Nursing.
Speakers will include Dr.
Hobbs, MSU Nursing Department.
and Dr. Butler. Family Practice
Physician from-Primary Care Medical Center. All nurses who work or
have retired from MCCH or any
other organization in Murray and
Calloway County are invited to attend.

Dining Room at MCCH from II
year," said Sally Davenport, Nurse
am.. to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 6:30 Executive at MCCH. "The nurses
p.m. as well as at the West View at MCCH are both professional and
Nursing Home site. Those who caring individuals and we at
work the midnight shift will have MCCH are proud of the service that
the meal delivered to them at their they provide the communny."
assigned worksite. The nurses will
Traditionally, National Nurses
also receive'thank you- treats7dur- -WeekTs=devoted to highlighting the
ing the week and a Proclamation diverse ways that nurses, the largest
will be signed by the Mayor to rec- health care profession, arc working
ognize this event in our commu- to improve health care. Nurses provide care at the bedside in hospitals
nity. The Center for Health and
and long-term care and during visWellness is also celebrating Nurses
its to the home or in clinics or docWeek with "Let's Get Physical at
tors' offices. They may also serve
MCCH," an aerobic activity comto advance- the profession in the
petition for all nurses and staff with
halls of research institutions, state
opportunities to win prizes.
legislatures, and in Congress.
"Nurses Week is a great time to Throughout these activities. the
say 'thank you' to our nurses who nursing profession is meeting the
give high quality care 24 hours a expanding health care needs ofday. seven days a week, 365 days a American society.

der-Man" averaged $31,535 per
cation, a new high for films opening in 3,000 or more cinemas, running about $7,000 ahead of the old
record held by "Harry Potter."
-Spider-Man" also was the fastest
movie to reach $100 million, passing "Harry Potter" and "Star Wars:
Episode I - The Phantom Menace," which both took five days to
climb to $105 million.
Estimated ticket sales for Friday
through Sunday at North American
'theaters, according to Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc. Final figures will
be released Monday.
1. "Spider-Man," $114 million.
2."The Scorpion King," $9.6 million.
3. "Changing Lanes," $5.6 million.
4. "Murder by Numbers," $3.8
million.
5."The Rookie," $3.3 million.
6. "Life or Something Like It,"
$3.28 million.
7. "Deuces Wild," $2.7 million.
8. "Ice Age," $2.5 million.
9. "Jason X,-$2.4 million.
10 (tie). "Hollywood Ending,"
$2.2 million.
10 (tie). "Panic Room," $2.2 million.

It is
time
to wake
up

N1rs. Pearl Baxter, 91, Murray. died Sunday. May 5.2002, at 3:05 a.m. at
Green Acres Health Care center in Mayfield.
A member of the Baptist faith. she was preceded in death by her husband,
Claude F. Baxter, and parents, William Elmer and Arletha Wallace Fisher.
Mrs. Baxter is survived by one nephew, Gene Fisher and wife Eva,
Finksburg, Md.; and special friends. Jimmy and Sandra Tidwell. Mayfield.
Graveside services will be at 11 a.m. Tuesday. May 7, at Murray City
Cemetery. Rev. Dr. Wendell Ray will officiate.
Visitation is today. May 6. from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. at Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home.

Mr. Wilmer L. Denny
Mr. Wilmer L. Denny, 74, Paris. Ontario, died Sunday. May 5, 2002, at
12:30 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
He is survived by one daughter. Ruth Anne Hannigan and husband
David, Murray; and two grandchildren, Crystal Hannigan. Murray, and
Andrew Hannigan. Atlanta, Ga.
Funeral services are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

More than 100 arrests madeDerby weekend
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-The
traditional cruising in west Louisville this weekend in celebration of
the Kentucky Derby on Saturday
resulted in 129 arrests, ranging
from misdemeanors to felonies. policesaid. Louisville police oilicerS-tii-61129 people to jail in connection
with the cruising between Friday
evening and Sunday night, according to Helene Kramer, a spokes-

woman for the Louisville Police
Department.
Of those arrests. 67 were citation arrests for misdemeanors. The
remaining arrests included charges
of assault, wanton endangerment
and narcotics possession..Only_one
_arrest was made for lewd behavior
aSt Derby week'
prohlem- ori-p
-L1-a-ends..
The majority of the arrests were
made late Saturday night and in the
early morning hours of Sunday.
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Meet Our New
Loan Pro.
"I'm finding the right
Mortgagefor you.
Whether you're buying yourfirst home, building, your dream
house, or just movingfor the sake of moving, the mortgage
you obtain will have a long-lasting effect on yourfamily's
budget. That's why you need a Mortgage Loan professional.
,David Severns has been making Mortgage Loansfor over 25
years. He knows the "ins and outs" of the business, and knows
how to work with you tofind exactly thefixed Mortgage Loan
that's rightfor your unique situation. Just as no two Mortgage
Loans are alike, neither are Mortgage Lenders. Stop by and meet
David today. You'll leave smiling.

The Murray City Council will host a public
meeting on Thursday, May 9, at 7:00 p.m.
at Murray City Hall to discuss a proposal for
dealing with community stormwater issues.
The proposal would include a fee that would
be charged to all properties within the City
that wou4 be used exclusively for dealing
with our growing drainage problems.

www.murrayledger.com

Mrs. Pearl Baxter

You probably think your snoring is just a bunch of noise. And if you
can't sleep. you might think an extra cup of coffee or two will make up for it.
The truth is, those problems you have at night could very well be sleeping disorders. And that means you're doing a lot of damage to your body.
See, sleeping disorders really do qualify as medical conditions. So
you need real medical solutions. Which is precisely what we otTer at The Sleep
Center at Jackson Purchase Medical Center. We conduct extensive tests to get
to the root of your sleeping disorder. Then, we find the right course of treatment
to help you get the kind of sleep you need. It's all very private. it's painless.
and it might even be covered .by your insurance
Jackson Purchase
plan. To find out more give us a wake-up call
Medical Center
•
at 251-4210. and put your sleep disorders
Exceptional
to rest.
1099 Medcal Cenier Com* May'beicl Kentucity

CITY OF MURRAY
PUBLIC MEETING TO DISCUSS
THE FORMATION OF A
STORMWATER UTILITY

WE URGE YOU TO ATTEND THIS
IMPORTANT MEETING TO DISCUSS
OUR STORMWATER ISSUES.

Mrs. Sherrie Diane (iitrhuid. 49, Almo, died Sunday. May 5. 2002, at
6:45 a.m. at her home after an illness.
Born January 25, 1953. in Calloway County. she was a member of Dexter
Church of Christ and was employed in food services at Calloway County
High School.
Mrs. Garland is survived by her husband. Randy Garland; parents,
Norman and Betty Carroll, Almo; one daughter, Jennifer Underhill and husband Bryan, Kirksey; one brother. Mark Carroll and wife Jennie, Almo; and
one grandchild. Bayle Underhill, Kirksey.
Funeral services will be Tuesday. May 7, at 1 p.m. at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Michael Willie will officiate. Burial is to follow at Stewart
Cemetery.
Visitation is after 5 p.m. today. May 6. at the funeral home.

Stock Market Report

A meal prepared by Nursing Administration will also be provided
to all nursing personnel employed
by MCCH on Wednesday. May 8.
The meal will be in the Private

Spider-Man swings past
$100 million in three days
By DAVID GERMAIN
AP Movie Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP)- -Spider-Man- has leaped from comic
book to record book, becoming the
first movie to hit $100 million in its
first weekend.
The live-action adaptation starring Tobey Maguire as the Marvel
Comics web-slinger shattered boxoffice records with a $114 million
debut, surpassing the previous best
of $90.3 million taken in by "Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone"
during its first three days last fall.
With $39.3 million on Friday
and $43.7 million on Saturday, director Sam Raimi's "Spider-Man"
also beat the single-day record of
$33.5 million set by "Harry Potter".
in its second day. according to studio figures Sunday.
"Not in our wildest expectations
or dreams" did the filmmakers anticipate such demand for "SpiderMan," said Amy Pascal, head of
Sony's Columbia Pictures, which
released the film. Tlie.studio would
have been thrilled with a debut in
the $70 million to'$80 million
range. she said.
Playing in 3.615 theaters. "Spi-

Mrs. Sherrie Diane Garland

270-753-LOAN
270 753 5626

405 South 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Murray Country Club Ladies Golf

Engagement

The ladies of the Murray County Outland, Tee-5 - Veneta Ward, Betty
Club will play their regular ladies Stewart, Freda Steely. Evelyn Jones
day golf on Wednesday. May 8. at and Nancy Trawick.
Tee-7 Peggy Shoemaker. Cyndi
9:30 a.m. This will be their first day
of ladies day golf due to rain the ''Cohoon. Betty Lowry and Rainey
Apperson; Tee-9 - Barbara Gray.
past two Wednesdays.
The following will be the line-up Norma Frank, Toni Hopson and
for Wednesday: Tee- I will he Marilyn Adkins; Tee-12 - Ann
Jerelene Sullivan. Betty Jo Purdom. Brown. Carolyn Sanning. Patty
Ve Sevems and Lisa Carver; Tee- I B Vetter and Rebecca Landolt.
Anyone who is not listed in the
- Ann Stanley, Bev Reuter, Beth
line-up and desires to play or for
Belote and Louise Lamb.
Tee-3 - Inus Ora. Diane cancellation. may call the country
Villanova. Linda Burgess and Sue club or Beserly Reuter at 759-8236.

Compiled by Knsty Hopper

Wal-Mart offering free
phone card to military
If you have a family member or friends who are serving overseas in
the military, visit your local Wal-Mart store and sign them up for a free
phone card so they can call home for Mother's Day.
USO's 'Dial Home for Mother's Day" for U.S. Troops overseas is
provided free by Wal-Mart and AT & T. Tables are set up at both
entrances of your Murray Wal-Mart.

Gentry House lists needs

Group seeks John Nelson
ancestors for celebration
Attention Nelsons. Bishops. went west into Kentucky and
Fulfords, Willis - or Willistons - Tennessee. Nelson married into the
Luptons, Taylor, Styrons. Wallaces above mention names in North
Carolina and have since added
or Robinson and many more...
If one of these names is your sur- many more surnames.
You may need to dig up some old
name or in your family lines and
records and trace some famifamily
Eastern
your ancestors came from
\onh Carolina. the Captain John ly roots. When you have it collected
Nelson Association is attempting to be sure to submit it to our genealo. —apeoruiftg gist, Hannah Beasley,_to_be-included
notify -yt.rn---of--theTricentennial Celebration to be held in a book.
Now 300 years later, the associaOctober 25-27 in Morehead City.
tion wants to honor this ancestor and
N.C.
In 1702. Capt. Nelson received bring his descendants together for a
his first land grant in North weekend of fun and fellowship.
For more information, visit the
Carolina. He developed large plantations 0n-the-coastal-waters of Core website at www.capfinfinnelson.org.
Sound and the Neuse River in what
is now Carteret and Craven
Counties.
In the early-t800s. a large part of
the family traveled by ox carts to
• Alabama to settle there. Some also

Birth

Trinity Taylor
Owen

s
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only
Murder By Numbers
R - 7:10 - 9:40
Life or Something Like It
PG13- 7:05 - +15
,The Rookie
G - 7:00
High Crimes
PG13 - 9:35
Spider-Man
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:45
The Scorpion King
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:30
Changing Lanes
R - 7:15 - 9:25
Jason X
R- 7:30 - 9:30
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAY 9TH
Program Information Call 753-3314

Rob and Jada Owen of Murray
are the parents of a girl, Trinity
Taylor Owen. born April 28, 2002.
at 10:28 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds,
six ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches.
The mother is the former Jada
Johnson. The baby has two sisters.
Amber and Courtney Owen.
Grandparents are Jerry and
Janice Owen. Murray; James
Glenda_
Johti-s- coL77 fxdbetter4
JOhnson:New Concord, and J.G.G.
Great-grandparents are Patty
Beach. Joe Pat Johnson, Kenneth
and Anna Mae Owen and Robert
and Arlene Burkeen. all of Murray.

Xita's Neat Repeats
Men. Women it Childirn's
Consignment Clothes dt Accessories
TOO oramis
Mos 11111111111
Formals. Weddings & Vinhige
Owner - Rita Viyau
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
firs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
(270)762-0207
Email: nesitrepeats@apcx.net

The Gentry House - formerly known as the Transitional House - is in the
need of new or used full-size sheets, as well as bath towels. Those wishing
to donate items are asked to please bring them to Needline, 804 Story Ave.
The Gentry House is a non-profit agency which assists families in the need
of emergency shelter.

CCHS project graduation meeting set
,
I ligh School gladuates will
lite parents of the 21102 Callo‘k,i,
May 7, at 6 p.m. at Sirloin
Tuesday,
on
meeting
Graduation
have a Project
Stockade. Those interested are asked to make plans to attend the meeting.

CCHS rebate day planned
Calloway County High School Project Graduation Rebate Day at Sirloin
_Stockade will be Tuesday. May 7.

Kappa department to meet

Schroader and Chatman
Mr. and Mrs. -thomas-Schrtrader of Murrav announce the engag sn
and armroaching marriage of their datighter, Stacy Michelle Schroader. to
Charles Christopher Chatman. son of Mr. and Mrs. Rod Chatman of
Murray.
Miss Schroader is the granddaughter of Norma Hale and the late J.C.
Hale of Murray and the late richard and Mavis Schroader of Almo.
A 1998 graduate of Calloway County High School. she will be graduating cum laude in May 2002 from Murray State University with a bachelor
of science degree in elementary education. She recently completed her student teaching at Murray Elementary School and is employed at Murray
Pediatrics.
Mr. Chatman is the grandson of the late Rudell and Isabel Parks of
Murray and Maureen Chatman Yates and the late Dewey Chatman of Water
Valle-y.
A 1998 graduate of Graves County High School. he will be graduating
summa cum laude in May 20)2 from Murray State University with a bachelor of science degree in civil engineering technology.
He is presently employed w ith the Murray State University Upward
Bound Program and has recently accepted a position upon graduation sk ith
Bovis Lend Lease in Nashville. Tenn.
The. wedding will he held at 3 p.m. on SaturdaY. June IS. 2002. at
Christ, A reception-will iimne-,dnitely Tottoky:- -Mend:a-fel:Cork -Church
All relatives and friends are ins ited to attend the Wedditil.! reception.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

Post office to collect
food for Need Line
The Murray Post Office, as well
as rural carriers, will be collecting
food for Need Line as part of the
national post office food drive to
feed the hungry on Saturday. May
II
Those who w ish to participate
will be able to leave food by their
mailbox on Saturday and the mail
carrier will pick it up during regular
delivery hours. Cards will be in the
mail this week as a reminder to the
community.'
This food drive has been of great
benefit to Calloway County Need
Line over the years. It helps replenish a pantry that is used a lot during
the winter months. At present. Need
Line is especially low in canned
meats, tuna, fruit, cereal and all veg-

etables, howe‘et. all donations are
welcome included personal hygiene
and cleaning supplies. According to Tonia Casey. executive director of Need Line, it is a
very exciting day. The mail carriers
arrive with the food, scout troops
help sort the food and•everyone including the Need Line volunteers
- will help shelf the food.
Need Line is grateful to its local
postal carriers for volunteering to
participate in this national effort. It
makes a big difference in Need
Line's ability to serve the needy in
this community.
Need Line is a member agency
of the Calloway County Lnited
Way.

Sara lost 105 ms
wentfrom a size 2410 a 12!

(Mother's Day Feature

•

"I couldn't feel better about myself. I have
• lost 105 pounds and I now feel that my
whole life has entered a lighter phase. For
ine this whole process has been a shedding
of layers both physically and emotionally.
The Curves Quickfit system, weight loss
program and the emotional support have
given men new outlook on life

Bring Mom In For A
Home-Style Cooked Meal
Featuring:
Tender, Slow-Roasted Roast Beef
With Real Mashed Potatoes,
2 Country Vegetables,
Your Choice Of Biscuits or Cornbread

ONLY

Community Datebook

1st Month Dues FREE!
1 Week Only May 6-11

•A complete workout
in rust 30 minutes
• Strength training protects
11 lean tissue a, metabolism
•Achieve permanent results
without permanent dieting

7.99

The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday.
May 7, at 6:30 p.m. at the Luau Club. Hostesses for the meeting will be
Danette Jones, Martha Roberts. Susan Darnell, Dorinda Craig and Rita
Henley.

scieduled
Golf scramble —
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will hold a four-person golf scramble on Wednesday. May 8. at 9:30 a.m. Pairings will be made at the clubhouse. Laura Parker and Burleen Brewer will be hostesses. There was no
play last week due to the weather.

Delta department to meet
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club_ will meet
Wednesday, May 8, at 11:30 a.m. at the Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant. All
members are urged to attend.-

Baby yoga classes . planned
In honor of Mother's day. Mother to Mother, Murray's play group for
breastfeeding moms, will be sponsoring a Baby Yoga demonstration by
Dani Hobsgood on Thursday,.May 9, at 10:30 a.m., in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information, contact Allison at
753-0975. Michelle at 437-3110 or Kim at 759-4746.

Mental health, aging conferences set
The Mental lic•alth and Aging Coalition will hold its first annual conference on Thursday. May 9. at the Lone Oak Methodist Church. The day-long
conference will offer workshops on a variety of topics. The conference cost
is $25 and continuing education units will be given. For registration or more
information, contact Vicki Williams at. the Purchase Area Development
District at (270) 247-7171 or Kelly Nicholls at(70)444-2758.
CCMS

to hold elections

County Middle School's Site Base Decision
Making Council will be accepted Thursday. May 9, frOm 7:30 a.m. until 6
p.m. at CCMS.

Kiwanis pancake breakfast set
Murray Kiwanis Club will hold its annual pancake breakfast on
Saturday. May 11, from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. in the Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church. Tickets for the breakfast are $4 for adults and $2 for children 12 and under. Tickets are available at the door or purchase from
Kiwanis members. Cub Scout Pack 57 is also selling tickets. Proceeds will
benefit the children of the community.

ACCESS singles to meet
ACCESS Christian Singles will meet Saturday, May 11. at the Buckhom
Bay access area on Kentucky Lake. Participants are asked to bring a fishing
pole and some kind of chips. dessert or a side dish. Burgers, hot dogs and
drinks will be provided. For more information visit the website at
www.wkaccess.about paducah.com or call 559-4788.

Hazel senior luncheon set
A Senior Citizens Luncheon for the Hazel community will be Saturday,
May II. at noon at the Hazel Community Center. This yearly event is sponsored by the Hazel Women's Club.

Garden club sets tour

May field's Laurel Oak Garden (tub will be painting the town yellow
p.m.
with its 2002 garden tour on Saturday. May II, from 10 a.m. to 2:30
Miller
Sandy
calling
by
purchased
in Mayfield. Tickets are $10 and may be
247at (270) 247-5516 or the Mayfield-Graves County Art Guild at (270)
Graves
and
Mayfield
in
projects
beautification
benefit
will
Proceeds
6971.
County. In case of rain, the event will be held Sunday, May 12,from 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m.

National Carbide Reunion planned
Dinner is planned for

The 10th-annual National Carbide Reunion and
May 11 at the Kentucky Dam Convention Center. Doors open at 3 p.m. and
presa catered dinner will be served at 6 p.m. The fee is $13.25. Former and
are
employees
deceased
of
spouses
as
well
as
ent employees and spouses.
Butler,
Edna
to
sent
be
may
Reunion
Carbide
to
payable
Checks
invited.
743 Oak Park Blvd.. Calvert City, Ky. 42029; Ed Littlejohn, 921 Tiger
Lane. Benton. Ky. 42025; or Leroy Sewell, 1570 8th Avenue, Calvert City,
Ky. 42029.

School plans concert

Christian Fellowship School of Draffenville will be hosting Anthony
Burger in, concert on May 12, at 6:30 p.m. in the main auditorium of
Christian Fellow ship Church. The concert is free and the public is invited.
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Conference deadline approaches

Engagement

LifeHouse gift certificates

The general registration for the
Heartland Writers Conference is
May 20. The conference, which will
be held June 6-8 at the Best Western
Coach House Inn in Sikeston, Mo.,
is hosted by the heartland Writers
Guild and designed to bring editors
and agents together with both published and unpublished fiction and
nonfiction writers. Interested writers should register while space is
still available.
This year's conference will feature acquisition editors and publishers from Authorlink.com. Eakin
Press. McFarland & Company.
Skyward Publishing and Writer's
Digest Books. Literary agents Bob
Robison, Katharine Sands and Sue
Yuen will attend.
In addition to providing presentations, these editors and agents will
conduct group appointments that
give writers an opportunity to pitch
ideas. All attendees are guaranteed
at least one group appointment.
Ten multi-published authors will
also conduct workshops on a variety
of topics including fiction, poetry.
screen-writing and non-fiction writing. -We have a little bit of everything," Jeanie Stewart, publicity
director and fiction author, said.
"But this year the conference should
be especially interesting for writers
in the mystery, suspense and crime
genre. We have a workshop on
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WITH OUR THANKS...LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center held
its annual Walk the Walk fundraiser on April 13. Walk
Coordinator Teressa Hill, right, presents John Boyer with a
certificate of appreciation and a $100 gift certificate to WalMart, for being the individual that raised the most money for
this year's event. Over $12,000 was raised.

Byerly and D'Elia
Terry and Bonnie Byerly of Murray announce the engagement of their
daughter. Ashley Dawn Byerly to Michael Patrick D'Elia, son of Artie and
- Carol-IX Fita-nUMilmy
Miss Byerly is the granddaughter of Jackie and Glenda Byerly and Peggy
Barnett and the late T.J. Canter, all of Murray.
A senior at Calloway County High School who will graduate in May
2002, the bride-elect is currently employed at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. D'Elia is the grandson of the late Robert L. liggs" and Doris
Corneal and Anthony and_ Rose E'Ria a Galloway, N.J.
A1999_graduate of Calloway County High School who attended Murray
State University. the groom-elect is currently attending Holland School for
Jewelers in Selma, Ala. and is employed by Gold Rush Jewelry in Murray.
The wedding will take place at 7 p.m. on Friday. June 21, 2002, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Danny Tolley in New Concord.
All friends and relatives are invited to the wedding. Only out-of-town
invitations are being sent.

Senior Friends to hold membership drive
Photo provided

APPRECIATION NOTED...LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center
held its annual Walk the Walk fundraiser on April 13. Walk
Coordinator Teressa Hill, right, presents Rev. Dr. Todd Buck
with a certificate of appreciation and a $100 gift certificate to
New Life Christian Bookstore for being the pastor that raised
the most money for this year's event. Over $12,000 was
raised.

Two-day gospel jubilee planned
Historic Collinsville is hosting a adults and $5 for children under 12.
two-day celebration featuring musi- Weekend passes may be purchased
cal entertainment by world in advance for $13 for adults and $7
renowned gOspel music groups on for children or $15 for adults on the
Friday. May 10, and Saturday. May day of the event. Children under 3
will he admitted free of charge.
II.
In support of the local communiFeatured groups will include the
Southern Brothers, The Galloway% ty churches. a $1 rebate is being
and the Freemans, as well as seven offered for each church bulletin that
local/regional groups like Under is turned in at the gate. The rebate
Grace. In addition to fantastic checks will be sent to the churches
gospel music, there will be pioneer represented within 30 days of the
activities, historic home tours and a event.
variety of concessions.
Those wishing to attend the
Friday's events will be from 5 event, are asked to bring a lawn
p.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturday's events chair or blankets and some friends
will run from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. for the two day gospel event.
Admission prices for Friday are $7
For more information, contact
for adults and $3 for children under Frances Johnson at (931)648-0001.
12. Saturday's prices are $10 for extension 231.

Dr. Dana S. Koym

Ever thought about joining Senior
Friends and seeing what all the excitement's about? For the next month.
Senior Friends is giving individuals
an extra reason to join.
From May I until June 16, Senior
Friends is having a membership
renewal drive, with a chance to win a
gift basket worth more than $175.
Those new members wishing to
renew and those wishing to join for
the first time can do so at the Jackson
Purchase Medical Center Office in
Mayfield. Those joining will have
their names entered into a drawing for
the gift basket.
For those members who have
already renewed their membership for
this year, it's not too late. When you
renew, the additional year or years
will be added to the end of your current expiration date.
Items in the gift basket include

Mon. ZS. lures.

FREE TANNING SESSION
wi the purchase of a haircut
Open Late By Appl.

Kut
tcc,1(url
. ,)

gifts and gift/ certificates from such
businesses as Wal-Mart, General Tire,
Hills, His 'n' Hers. Mayfield Paint
and Wallpaper. Curves for Women.
First National Bank. Memories,
McDonald's, King's Flower Shop,
Smith's Grocery. Majestic, Dairy
Queen and many more.
For more information, contact the
Senior Friends office at (270t 2514470.

We're cs
Cracking Up
Downtown

Southside Shopping Ctr.
Saloto Stockade)

•

Frank & Faye Finley
50 years exp.

4

JEWELRY
P
2

William H Moore
30 Years Exp

SERVICE CENTER 753-9959
St/teet (Daeoffituog - euva Sperce)
/07
CUSTOM WAX & CASTING • GOLD & DIAMONDS
• ESTATE JEWELRY BOUGHT & SOLD

S. 4a

This Mother's Day
give a relaxing, healthy gift
of massage from Body Haven
Plus we will mail it for you in a
beautiful gift certificate!
Call 767-0045 for the visit of your-c-hoice-or-visit
10-5, M-F, located 121 North just past Lowe's.
Also Saturday's By Appointment
VIM

BODY HAVEN tie
//41(4444V/AV/44410W/

//44/416V/

//4
,
4
,
////.H/7//

Play every Tuesday Evening I

SOUTH MARSHALL
dtANIMAL CLINIC

* ELECT*

(270) 527-9495
General Practice

Writers interested in attending
shouldn't delay because the conference has an attendance capacity of
1.50. Brochures are available providing full details on all conference
activities, staff, registration fees and
accommodations. Information and a
registration form can also be found
on the guild's website www.heartlandwriters.org.
Anyone who is interested in
receiving a brochure should send
their name- and address to Jeanie
Stewart, 302 E. Main. Hayti, Mo.
63851 or e-mail heartlandwriters@hotmail.com with the subject.
"attention. Jeanie'

Must be 18
years to
enter
1 entry
per person

(270)753-1682
roisfrom

stnictunng the thriller, one on cnme
scene processing, and one about the
crime lab."
According to nonfiction author
and conference coordinator Harry
Spiller, the Heartland Writers
Conference is unique because of the
wide rage of genres it covers. "It's
very rare for one event to offer seminars ranging from how to write a
children's picture book to how to
sell erotica," Spiller said:
On Friday. June 7. two popular
events are scheduled. Attendees can
participate in an Open Mike Night
and the Book Bug will host "The
Festival of Books" with over 20
authors available to autograph
books. ,

WATCH REPAIR •PEARL RESTRINGING • CLOCK REPAIR
• JEWELRY REPAIR • REMOUNTING • ENGRAVING

Visit Downtown
Merchants
May 4th - 11th
Register To Win!
A Great Mother's Day Gift
$100 Gift Certificate
From Finley's Jewelry
$20 Gift Certificate
From Wild Raspberry
MSU Collectible Bank
From The Bookmark

Walk-ins Welcome

announces the opening of
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VICKI

,A1

6:30pm Speedball 7pm Regular
Progressive Payouts!
Up to $200 per game depending on # of players'

Everyone Welcome
(18 yrs. or older)
**

WILSON

GIFTS
ENJOYED
LONG
AFTER
TODAY

CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
QUALIFICATIONS FOR OFFICE
• Appointed Circuit Court Clerk
• 11+ years experience in the Judicial system
• Promoted to Chief Deputy clerk in 1999
• Prior business management experience
• Established working relationships with Calloway
County Bar members, Commonwealth Attorney's
office, Calloway County Detention Center Sheriffs
office, Circuit and District Judges

STORE
OPENING
MAY 6
•Sugar-Free Candy & Fudge
*Country Fresh Fudge
*Jelly Belly
•Personalized Candy Bouquets
"Variety of Chocolates &
Candies by the piece or pound
•Designer Gifts For Any
Occasion

free Delivery In Town

966 Chestnut St.
(Next to Pagliai's)
753-2159

I will not make false promises to the citizens of Calloway
County. I will only promise what I know I can accomplish
Pursuant to state policies.

PLEASE VOTE ON MAY 28TH

VICKI

WILSON
THE ONLY EXPERIENCED CIRCUIT COURT CLERK

4

Poid tor by VCk Wrison

(tone

Paischoii Trsurer

COVERALL
LOOK FOR
TNE

SQUIRE HALE RD. INofc stem
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS HALL
MURRAY
94 WEST(MAIN STREET)

TRAFFIC LIGHT

We Have PULLTABS
Cards starting Stay and Play...
at $15.00
Plays 12
Games

NightOwl
SIEPEEMNALL,
2 games at 50% of the pot, 2 at 75% and 2 at 90%.

K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
flan*RON meows at ft per carioca $2101 twee Soeciai carry Over 7 • •• •Flegtaar games on •'65 or
aiORG;:000514
Mtn ORM neloolisiwin,own and Pit E popcorn served Kenexky Comae* Gaming License
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Lakers take Game 1 of West semifinal
Nets, Pistons also
earn wins Sunday
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Both sides
agreed it was a missed opportunity for San
Antonio.
That could be perilous for the Spurs considering how the Los Angeles Lakers
respond in the playoffs.
The two-time defending champions survived 39 percent shooting and injuries to
their two superstars Sunday, beating the
Spurs 86-80 to open their Western
Conference semifinal.

"It was a perfect opportunity for them to
get a game from us today," said Lakers
guard Derek Fisher, who shot 2-of-13 but
scored five of his eight points in the final
four minutes.
"I think we did (miss a chance)," San
Antonio's Malik Rose said. "They're not
going to shoot that bad Tuesday night."
That's when Game 2 will be played
before the best-of-seven series moves to San
Antonio.
The Spurs shot even worse than the
Lakers did, making 32 percent from the
floor.
"We're still pretty confident." said Tim
Duncan. who had 26 points, 21 rebounds

NBA Playoffs
and four blocks but missed his first 10 shots
en route to a 9-of-30 effort. "Our game plan
was there, but it's just about putting some
balls in the hole. We do that, it's a whole different ball game."
The Lakers won for the 20th time in their
last 21 playoff games and extended their
winning streak at Staples Center to 18
games.
In other second-round series openers
Sunday, New Jersey topped Charlotte 99-96
and Detroit beat Boston 96-84. Dallas plays

at Sacramento on Monday night, trying even had 22 points for Charlotte, which played
without Jamal Mashburn (illness) and
the series at 1-1.
Playing without the ailing David Jamaal Magloire (suspension).
Pistons 96, Celtics 84
Robinson, the Spurs are trying to avenge the
Cliff Robinson scored 30 points and Jerry
sweep inflicted by the Lakers in the conferStackhouse 26 as Detroit won at home
ence finals last spring.
against Boston.
Nets 99, Hornets 93
The Pistons set a team playoff record
and
jumper
go-ahead
a
hit
Kidd
Jason
scored six of the New Jersey's final eight with 12 3-pointers on 25 attempts. Robinson
points to lead New Jersey past undermanned ,was two points shy of his best postseason
performance, and Stackhouse set career
Charlotte.
Kidd finished w ith 21 points in leading playoff highs with II rebounds and eight
assists.
seven Nets players in double figures.
Antoine Walker scored 20 points and
Baron Davis had 23 points to lead the
Pierce had 17 as the Celtics stars shot a
Paul
in
factor
a
wasn't
he
hut
Hornets.
visiting
the crucial final minute, Elden Campbell combined 14-of-39.

avoid
ds
'Bre
4-2
s
inal
Card
Maddux stops
weekend sweep
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Greg
Maddux didn't look like a pitcher
who's still taking things slowly.
Maddux,on the disabled list for
the first time 1n—his career last
month due to a lower back injury.
pitched six shutout innings to lead
the Atlanta Braves over the St.
Louis.Cardinals 4-2 Sunday.
The right-hander threw only 65
pitches but still
showcased his
-vast-tepenoire:
allowed
He
hits,
four
walked one and
struck out six,
including J.D.
Drew three times.
"You very seldom see the same
pitch twice." Cardinals catcher
Mike Matheny said. "He .has a
game plan and he has a good memory of what he's done to you."
Now Maddux just needs to
build his stamina.
"I got tired earlier than I would
have liked tO." he said."Maybe I'll
get better as the season goes along
Who knows?"
Andruw Jones homered for the
-Braves, who took_ two _of_three in _
the series despite scoring just eight
runs. The Cardinals have lost 14 of
20 and have scored six runs in the
last 34 innings.
They went 2-4 on their homestand to fall to 14-17. Manager

over his head.
"In my first at-bat, I got
jammed a little bit and that helped
me cut down on my swing."
4'id "Incver lotie_
1
cheffeld /

THAT'S A WINNER...Greg Maddux tossed six shutout innings
as the Braves beat St. Louis 4-2 on Sunday.
Tony La Rua didn't like talking got things we can do better."
Gary Sheffield broke out of a
about his team's pitching woes —
slump with three hits for
long
list.
disabled
the
on
six pitchers are
"Nobody wants to hear excus- Atlanta. He said he considered not
es," La RusAa said. "So we don't playing after feeling a twinge in
make them. We should be some- his injured wrist during batting
what of a winning club and we've practice when he swung at a ball

dence, that's something that never
wavers."
Mike Rend nger worked a
scoreless seventh, and John Smolt/
got six out• for his 11th ,ave i n 12
chances.
Fernando Vina doubled in run
in the ninth for his fourth hit of the
game. but Smolt, got Placido
Polanco on a broken-bat come
backer with runners at second and
third to end it.
Maddux (3-2) matched hi,
longest outing of the season, finishing with strikeouts of Drew and
Albert Pujols. The right-hander
raised his career record against the
Cardinals, one of his toughest foes.
to 19.-16 with a 2.56 ERA. It was
his first victory over St. Louis
since Sept. 6, 1999.
"I really just try to-pitch, I don't
really worry about who., where, or
when," Maddux said. "What happened last year. or five or 10 years
ago isn't really important."
Jones led off -the second with
his ninth home run, lining a pitch
from Darryl Kile ( 1 -2) off the
upper deck facade in left —•a drive
estimated at 435 feet. Jones also
doubled and scored in the sixth on
Wes Helms' sacrifice fly.

Staff Report
Mufriy Ledger & Times
CLARKSVILLE,. Tenn. — A
three-run sixth-inning rally helped
the Murray State Thoroughbreds to
a thrilling 9-8 victory in 10 innings
on Sunday. salvaging one win in a
three -game
Weekend series
at Ohio Valley
Conference
Austin
rival
Peas-.
15
After
league games, the 'Breds (17-26, 87 .0VC) currently stand in fourth
place in the ()V(' standings — four
games behind conference leader
Southeast Missouri State (25-15.
123i and one-half game behind
third-place Eastern Kentucky (1422. 8-6) with only six league games
remaining. •
The top six teams in the nineteam league will meet for a doubleelimination tournament May 22-25
at Brooks Stadium in Paducah to
determine the()VC champion.
Murray fell behind by a 7-4 margin alter five innings of play on
Sunday. hut used three hits to produce three runs in the top of the
sixth to knot the score.
A pair of run-scoring triples by
Billy Moore and Garner Byars highlighted the frame, and firs! baseman

Brett McCutchan singled in Byars
to cap-the rally.
Each team scored a run in the
eighth inning to remain in an 8-8
deadlock. MSU's run came on a sacrifice bunt from shortstop Mike
Voyles, and Peay's score was produced off a solo home run from
leadoff man Joseph Peer.
The contest remained tied until
the top of the 10th when Byars
reached base on a one-out single,
moved to third on a McCutchan
double and later scored as Ronnie
Seets hit into a fielder's_choice for
the RBI and a 9-8 advantage.
Mike
right-hander
Senior
Noonan (2-2) was credited with the
victory, striking out one in two
scoreless innings of relief. The
'Breds used four pitchers on the day.
McCutchan led Murray's offensive attack, going 4-for-4 at the plate
with three RBI. Sects was 2-for-6
with a pair of RBI while Byars and
Moore and three hits apiece.
The 'Breds dropped both games
of a doubleheader on Saturday,
falling the Governors 11-7 in the series opener and then 7-1 in the
nightcap.
MSU will take most of the week
off before closing its home schedule
this weekend with a three-game
series against visiting Tennessee
Tech

MHS softball takes Derby winner headed to Preakness
third at Lady Maroon
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MADISONVILLE. Ky. —
After closing pool play with a 2-1
record. the Murray High softball
team came home from the Lady
Maroon
Invitational
Saturday with
the third-place
trophy.
Memphis
St.
(Tenn.)
Benedict
Academy tossed a five-hitter to
end the Lady Tigers' tournament
run in the semifinals 3-0. but not
before MHS (11-11) could reach
the .500 mark with a 4-3 win over
Hopkins County Central to wrap
up pool play.
Following Friday's 5-4 victory
over Lone Oak in six innings.
Murray fell to Franklin-Simpson
4-3 Saturday morning.
Rachael Williams had three of
the Lady Tigers' four hits and
Lacey Latimer added a triple as
MHS rallied with two runs in the
bottom of the seventh, but the
Lady Wildcats held on.
Breanna Volp (3-2) took the
pitching loss as five errors led to

four unearned runs. Volp went the
distance. surrendering four hits
and five walks while striking out
five.
Volp struck . back against
Hopkins Central. going 2-for-3 at
the plate and pushing across a run
in both the first and third innings.
Latimer walked and stole second
and third before scoring on an
error by the Lady Storm shortstop
to score the winning run in the
fifth.
Kaci Carpenter earned the
complete-game win, allowing
three earned runs on eight hits and
three walks while fanning three
batters.
Carpenter (8-9) yielded two
earned runs on six hits and two
walks in seven innings against St.
Benedict but ended up on the losing end despite recording 10
strikeouts.
The Lady Tigers return home
to face Paducah Tilghman today at
4:30 p.m. before visiting Fourth
Calloway
District archrival
County Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
Murray takes Wednesday off
before hosting Livingston Central
on Thursday and then traveling to
Carlisle County on Friday.

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!
1
X
,
ghweir

tock
Havers
and
Suiter
Var Havwsky

Insurance Agency

State Auto
Insurance

211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

753-3415

LOUISVILLE. K).(AP) Most
of the 17 horses War Emblem beat
in the Kentucky Derby are passing
up the Preakness Stakes.
It appears only two other Derby
horses — runner-up Proud Citizen
and fourth-place Medaglia d'Oro
are committed to the second leg of
the Triple Crown on May 18.
Harlan's Holiday, the 6-1 Derby
favorite who finished seventh, is a
possibility.
War Emblem, bought for trainer
Bob Baffert three weeks ago by
Saudi Prince Ahmed Salman, most
likely will be favored in what's
shaping up as a full field of 14 3year-olds going 1 3-16 miles at
Pimlico.
"We're planning on going." trainer D. Wayne Lukas said about Proud
Citizen. The Hall of Famer also is
sending Table Limit.
Heading to Baltimore is Booklet,
a front-runner like War Emblem.
Trained by John Ward, Booklet was
fourth behind Harlan's Holiday in
the Blue Grass Stakes, but beat him
to win the Holy Bull and Fountain of
Youth.
Also planning to run are several
colts who had not earned enough
money to make the Derby field —
Sunday Break, Crimson Hero,
Straight Gin and U S S Tinosa.
In addition, Easyfromthegitgo.
Equality, Magic Weisner. Marasca
and Stephentown are being be pointed to the Preakness.
Saarland, 10th in the Derby,
chipped a bone in the race and was
expected to have surgery.
The Preakness may be more go
War Emblem's liking because it's
,

AL BEHRMAN/AP photo

ROSE-Y ENDING...War Emblem and jockey Victor Espinoza are draped with roses after the colt
won the 128th Kentucky Derby at Churchill Downs on Saturday.
"I went from, 'He looks good to
-I left here with such an empty
one-sixteenth of a mile shorter than
oh, my God, he's going to win the
the Derby and the tighter turns favor feeling." he said.
War Emblem, a 20-1 shot, put Kentucky Derby,— Baffert said."He
speed horses.
Baffert joked at his Churchill Baffert in ftle-Perby winner's circle was kicking in gear."
War Emblem earned a $1 million
Downs barn 'Sunday, a drastic for the third time in six years. The
change from last year when he colt scored a wire-to-wire, four- bonus from Sportsman's Park for
winning a Triple Crown race after
awoke depressed the day after. His length victory saturday.
winning the Illinois Derby.
home.
for
turned
field
the
When
favored Point Given had finished
oiitliiik
new
entire!
an
Baffert
had
Monarchos
fifth behind

DON SENF
SHERIFF

ikte

First In Experience - Training - Education
REMEMBER IN NOVEMBER
Paid For By Don Sent Campaign Committee

•
ME High Speed Internet
In All Rooms
Pay-Per-View
Pool, Whirlpool, Sauna
& Exercise Room
fRE€ Deluxe Continental Breakfast
Suites Available

-kkotuicii3y0N.
EXPRESS'
HOTEL.

SUITES

1504 N 1201 Sired.Imviti• 759 4449
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Kirk wins OVC 5,000 crown
points. MSU's women came in eighth out of
nine teams with 23 points.
Murray Ledger & Times
In the men's discus. Murray took second,
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. — Jeremy Kirk
and fifth place with the respective heaves
third
brought home Murray State's only Ohio Valley Conference title from Saturday's outdoor of Jay Matheny (170 feet, 5 inches), Jon
track and field championships, winning the Cargill (153-6) and Brian Knippen (149-3).
James Smith (9:38.69) was fourth in the
men's 5,000-meter run with a time of 14 min3,000 steeplechase, followed by Ryan Davis
utes, 42.69 seconds.
Kirk also collected two more top-15 fin- (10:17.77) in ninth and Devin Wilber (10:29.42)
ishes — 10th in the 3,000-meter steeplechase in 12th.
Justin Watts was fifth in the 400-meter hurat 10:21.29) and 15th in the 1.500 at 4:26.06
— as the Racers finished fifth out of six dles in 54.04 seconds while the Racers' 1,600meter relay team was sixth in 3:32.32.
men's teams with 77 points.
Jeremy Burkeen was seventh in the 5,000
OVC
team
Eastern Illinois won the men's
championship with 229 points, while Ten- in 15:45.37 with Davis 10th in 16:10.23, and
nessee State took the women's meet with 183 Burkeen also placed ninth in the 1,500 at 4:13.26,

Staff Report

followed by Tim Bradley (4:22.50) in 13th
and Brandon Lancaster (4:25.39) in 14th.
Emily Herndon was MSU's top performer
in women's competition, seizing third place
in both the 3,000 steeplechase (11:27.12) and
the 5,000 (17:53.87).
Jamie Nurnberger was fourth in the discus
with a toss of 135-2 and Abigail Rinker was
10th at 115-4, while the Lady Racers took
sixth in both the 400 (50.32) and 1,60()
(4:16.07) relays.
Shanah Zigler was ninth in the pole vault
at 7-6, Susana Beraun (20:35.99) was 12th
and Anal Ray (21:19.46) was 14th in the
5,000, and Melissa Oglesby was 16th in the
1,600 at 5:52.77.

Tigers annihilate Patient Stewart
Dawson Springs rules Richmond
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
DAWSON SPRINGS. Ky. —
A day after a rousing 8-7 comefrom-behind home victory over
Second Region contender Christian County, the Murray High
baseball team had its way with
another team
from the other
side of the •
lakes. _
The Tigers
(12-4) Obliterated Dawson
Springs 15-4
Saturday, greeting a pair of Pan-Eh& pitchers with 16 hits en
route to a 12-1 lead after 4 1/2
innings.
Dawson Springs plated three
runs in the bottom of the fifth
to keep the 10-run mercy rule
out of play, but starter Brandon Thurmond (2-0) and reliever Austin Swain combined to
yield just four hits in seven
innings.
Todd Broker led the MHS
offense with four singles in five
at-bats while Mario Lawrence

went 2-for-5 with two doubles
and two RBIs.
Murray, which scored f
times in the top of tt11irst,
also received a 2-for-5. threeRBI day from Dylan Volp as
Ryan Cobb went 3-for-5 with a
double and an RBI and Swain
went 2-for-2 with a triple.
The Tigers took a 6-1 lead
in the second and tacked on
another run in the third before
pushing across five tallies in the
fifth. The visitors added three
more runs in the seventh for good
measure.
Murray (1-1 district) will reenter the Fourth District fray
this week, hosting Crosstown
archrival Calloway County (512. 0-3) Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
and Marshall County (3-0 district) Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.
at Ty Holland Field.
The Tigers will then continue
its nine-game regular season-ending homestand versus Graves
County Thursday at 4:30 p.m. prior
to Saturday's Hall of Fame Day
doubleheader against Ballard
Memorial.

RICHMOND, Va.(AP) — Tony
Stewart has no idea why he rules
Richmond International Raceway.
He has three victories in seven
career starts at the track and has
finished in the top 10 in three of
the other races.
"I don't have any secrets here,"
he said after pulling away from
Ryan Newman on a restart with
17 laps to go Sunday to win the
rain-delayed Pontiac Excitement
400 i guess I just get around
here good."
The victory was Stewart's second of the season and 14th of his
career.
-I probably ran one of the most
patient races I've ever . run," he
said. "And_11._ wasn't because I
wanted to but because I had to." There were a track record-tying
14 caution periods and a. record
103 laps run under the yellow flag
on the track billed "The Action
Track."
"There were a lot of guys that
were being very courteous. a lot
of give and take going on out there,"he said. "And then there were a
lot of guys that were in a big
hurry. and it seemed like the guys

that got in a hurry, sure enough,
as time, went on they were dropping out like flies."
Stewart's ear wasn't cooperating early but crew chief Greg
Zipadelli kept the faith.
"Greg will listen to me whine
and carry on on the radio and
he'll let me get depressed," Stewart said. "Then he'll come back
and start pumping me up and the
next thing you know, we're back
where we need to_be,"
The victory lifted Stewart from
10th to eighth in the points race.
and came from the back of the
field. He qualified third, but had
to change motors after qualifying
and was penalized, going to the
back of the field.
He was 27th when the race
resumed for the final 334 laps
after what amounted to a 14-hour
rain delay. and gradually worked
his way forward.
He passed Mark Martin for third
with 67 laps to go, got by Jeff
Gordon for second with 55 laps
left and then_ set his sights on
Newman, a rookie who ran in the
top five all day and was strongest
on long runs.

Mud Dogs 2nd in Mayfield
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD. Ky. - The Murray Mud Dogs rallied late but fell
short in a 7-5 loss to the Nashville
(Tenn.) Red Dogs in Sunday's
championship game of the USSSA
Mayfield Tourism Classic.
Murray finished the weekend
event with a 3-2 record, improving its slate to 9-5 on the season.
The Mud Dogs sent the tying
run to the plate against Nashville
in the top of the seventh inning.
but Adam Fleskett's fly ball to
right field was caught at the fence
to end the game. Murray was able
to plate four runs on four hits
during its sixth-inning rally.
Early walks and four timely
Nashville hits pinned the loss on
Mud Dogs' pitcher Bradley Cobb
(1-1). Heskett came on in relief
of Cobb to hold the Red Dogs to
just one run over the last 4 2-3
•
innings.
On ,Friday night, Murray squandered an early 3-0 lead in falling
to the West Paducah Pirates 8-6.
Reliever Matthew Vinson (1-1)took

Clarksville (Tenn.) Orioles.

the pitching loss.

The Mud Dogs recovered on
-Saturday tcrdefeat- eventual- chainpion Nashville 5-1 on a completegame four-hitter by Cole Hurt (21). Murray also rolled over the
Paris (Tenn.) Renegades 8-0 as
Casey Brockman (1-0) picked up
the mound win after only 38 pitches.
Murray reached the tournament
title game by avenging Friday's
loss with a 13-1 pasting of West
Paducah on Sunday. Chess Volp
went the distance against the
Pirates, using a two-hitter to move
to 2-1 on the season.
Jacob Burks paced the Mud
Dogs' offense during the threeday event, going 7-for-16 at the
plate with eight RBIs. Cobb
smacked five hits while Vinson,
Brockman, Heskett and Shawn
McClure each added four hits.
The Mud Dogs return to action
this weekend, traveling to Franklin,
Tenn. for the Moms Love Baseball USSSA tournament. Murray
opens play in the event on Friday at 8:15 p.m. against the

Murray Vipers
tvlurray'.'s 10-under --USSSA
squad was victorious in the Pirate
Baseball Tournament, held April 2628 at Heath.
The Vipers entered play in the
round-robin event with a 9-8 loss
to the Mayfield Diamondbacks.
On April 27. the Murray team

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
Murray's Only S3,500 and Under Lot

1992 Pontiac Grand Am -2 Dr. - Sharp

$4,500
$2,000

1995 Chevy Lumina - Nice Family Car

$3,200

1993 Ford Aerostar Van - Nice

$2,400

1993 Ford Tempo

$1,950

1994 Chevy Corsica - Red

$2,400
$2,650
$1,850

1994 Plymouth Acclaim - V-6

$1,900

1988 Ford Tempo - Good Mech

$1,300
$1,850

1985 Pontiac Bonneville - Runs Good

$675
Poplar

t

Minnesota
Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit
Kansas
We Si

-44
Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas
Sunday's Games
Anaheim 8 Tor ,,,,
Cleveland 9 Texa,,
Seattle 10. N
Boston 2 Tampa
•,
Baltimore 3 Kans-i. '
Detroit 7, Minr,es •
Oakland 3 C- cv.
Today's Games
Cleveland (Drese
glass 0-11, 605 ;.
Boston (Oliver 3-•
0-3), 6 15 pci
Detrnitcparks C"
1), 705 pro
Chicago Write C,
(Burba 2-0) 7 05 .

SuBsuuBE1 CALL /5a-1916_

ONE MORE REASON
TO BOY THE "BEST."
0% FOR 6 MONTHS!*
PRICES
STARTING AT

'54
PER MONTH'

Rated a

"Best Buy"
er,oent

Available features include:
•Powerful 16.5 HP Briggs & Stratton Indust,.
Plus Twin Cylinder Engine
•Exclusiye Turbo Cooling hood design keepc
cooler for longer engine life and maximum
performance
•42" TurboCutrm deck with grease fittings
•Cast-iron front axle for extra strength. durah,iftv
and support.

Lambs Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
Murray
(270) 753-2925

TOM EWING
Financial Consultant

White

JEANIE HAWK
Registered Sales Assisant

OUTDOOR m

You get more.
www.whiteoutdoor.com

40- HIWARD LYONS
FDIC insured

f`,.

[
'
W.'

•

For more information, call Mike OhStrom at 753-19',,

Court Square • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3366 or (800)444-1854

Not

Central

Photographs. computer disks and other information :
Ledger & Times sports department may be picked u;,
the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave

if

No bank guarantee May lose value

New York
Baltimore
Tampa Bay
Toronto

White Outdoor
LT 1650 Lawn Tractor

BETTY BOSTON, VP
Certified Financial Planner
Financial Consultant

A PNC ADVISORS COMPANY
uS 14ILLIAND Wt. LYONS .0 "INVER NYSE oN0
WWW Pilitiard COM

•

(4,1

Boston

The final Soap Box Derby clinic will be _held Sati,-1
p.m. at the old Boy Scout Museum on 16th Street
attended any of the previous clinics are asked to he
hand tools, if possible. Previously assembled cars
assembled and reassembled.
An informal inspection clinic and photo session
9 a.m. to 1 p.m at the .museum. All cars will be insoe"". and photos of the drivers and cars will be taken fc.r
Times newspaper_
' Final inspections will be performed May 28-29 from
urn. Trial runs down the hill will be held May 31 from
for adults at 6 p.m. A block party will be held from .
All drivers shoulkd report for instruction June 1 at
set to begin at 8 a.m.

Hilliard Lyons can show you the strategies to
start building the financial side of your retirement so you can enjoy the freedom without the
worry.

$3,800

AMERICAN LEATII.IF
East ii.vo,
•
I.

SportsBriefs

retirement is not just
having the freedom to
do what they want. It is
also having the money
needed to do what they
want. To be certain you
will have the money
requires a smart financial
strategy that begins
many years in advance.

966 Chestnut St.(Next to Pagliai's)• 753-2159

1995 Nissan K-Cab Truck

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pct. GB
13 581
New York
18
548
I
Montreal
17
14
16
2
15 516
Florida
16 500
2 12
Atlanta
16
12
t9 387
Philadelphia
6
Central Division
Pct. GB
13 567
Cincinnati
17
14
517
1 12
Pittsburgh
15
14
3
tiOuston
16 467
14
17 452
3 1,2
St Louis
11
18
379
5 1/2
Chicago
8 1 ,2
Milwaukee
9
22 .290
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
—
Arizona
.. 20
11 .645
12
San Francisco
19
11
633
13 .581
2
Los Angeles
18
17
14
548
3
San Diego
19
387
8
Colorado
12
Sunday's Games
Pholadelph,a 7 . Colorado 4
Florida 7, Milwaukee 4
Atlanta 4, St Louis 2
Houston 12 N Y Mets 1
San Francisco 6. Cincinnati 5. 10 innings
Arizona 5 Montreal 2
San Diego 6. Pittsburgh 5
Chicago Cubs 3. Los Angeles 0
Today's Games
Milwaukee (Ouevedo 1-31 3t C
Hamilton 2-1), 610 rim
St, I num tT__ Sauth_ 1-0) at Dnrc.agri_
(Lieber 3-1), 7:05 p m.
Pittsburgh (Fogg 3-1) at Arizona (Johnson
6-01. 905 p.m.

Smart people know

I

211 S. 12th St • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Lindy Sinter

Start Your
Retirement
Before Age 40

Store Opening May 6
'Sugar-Free Candy & Fudge
.- *Country Fresh Fudge
•Jelly Belly
'Personalized Candy Bouquets
Free Delivery In Town

1988 Mazda 929 - Runs Perfect

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!

Makes a difference.
VOTE IN THE MAY PRIMARY!

NOW ACCEPTING
ORDERS By PHONE

1991 Chevy Lumina - Local Car

Haverstock and Suitpr
Insurance Agency

VOTE

New Location

1992 Pontiac Grand Prix - Showroom Condition

By

Remember your

GIFTS ENJOYED LONG AFTER TODAY

1995 Chevy Truck - Short Wheel Base

rebounded for an 11-7 win over
a squad from Concord Elementary school- and-then clobbered- the
Calvert City Dodgers 16-1 to finish in third place.
Murray was scheduled to play
in the USSSA Mayfield Tourism
Classic this weekend. However,
no results were available at press
time.

SCOREBOARD 1
Spwisored

•

,16$
, asr ,
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elY.tat. '0 xectge Wye+, Janp
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4-H deals with bike safety

Pets of the Week

UP FOR ADOPTION... Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter. located on Shelter Lane, has listed this female shepherd mix, three months old, and well as this long hair
female kitten, nine weeks old, among the many animals
available for adoption. Shelter officials urge persons to
call the shelter if they have lost or found an animal.
Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday-Friday,
and--1-0--a-A1.--3- -p.m Saturday (closed Sunday). For further
information, call 759-4141.

Program offers supplemental job
training for farmers
BOISE, Idaho(AP)— Mike Stowell loves growing alfalfa at the foot
of the Owyhee Mountains of southwestern Idaho, but depending on agriculture for his living these days led to some real soul-searching.
"It has been some very rough years recently,- he said. decided that
instead of diversifying my crops, I would diversify my career.:;
He turned to the University of Idaho's Alternative Careers for Idaho
Farmers program, and now is training to be paramedic, a skill he hopes
will augment his earnings so he can keep his spread.
Farming has never been easy, but the increasing importance of variables such as foreign imports and government regulation makes it even
more demanding.
Some years, commodities such as Idaho's famous potatoes fetch less
than it costs to produce them — and prices for herbicides and equipment
are rising steadily.
"It could be everything from price issues to bad weather that creates a
huge loss, and they can't get out from under it," Alternative Careers program manager Nance Ceccarelli said.
The pilot project, funded by a $1.4 million federal grant, kicked off
last November and runs through June 2003. About 60 people have
received help or are in the process. Program coordinator aradlahrusaid
the office has interviewed about 275 farmers since last fall.

By G1NNY HARPER
Calloway County Extension Agent for 4-H
Youth Development
Spring, sun, kids, and fun can all be found at
the 4-H Bicycle Rodeo and Collision of the
Clubs. Bicycle Safety skills maneuvers and 4-H
Clubs vying for outstanding 2002 4-H club
sparkle on May 11th in the City Park next to the
Courthouse Pavilion. The 4-H Bicycle Rodeo
will occur from 9 to II am and the Collision of
the Clubs will be from 11 to 1 p.m.
The Bicycle Rodeo will have two parts for
the interested 4-H members. Youth will take a
written test and maneuver six obstacle courses to
determine their final score. Competitors will be
divided into age divisions as of their age as of
January I. 2002. Nine to nineteen year old youth
will be eligible to go on to competition at the
State Fair in August. David Kuykendall, a filth
grade student at MMS and member of the
Shamrock 4-H Club was State Champion in the
nine year old category in 2001. Kuykendali said,
"It is just a lot of fun and it ls—a- good competition. I hope to compete at the county and state
levels again this year. I encourage other 4-11

youth to come and join me on the eleventh of
May."
After the Bicycle Rodeo, clubs will compete
in a variety of obstacle races and team building
activities for the Outstanding 2002 4-H Club in
the Collision of the Clubs. All 4-H clubs and
interested youth are encouraged to attend. A
traveling award will be given to the winning
club. The North Stars are the reigning champions. The 4-H Exchange Club will be setting a
sack lunch of hot dog, chips, drink and dessert
for $2.00 or youth may bring their lunch. The 4H Exchange Club is planning to go to
Pennsylvania in July to stay with the 4-H youth
who visited our county in summer of 2001.
Upcoming events:
•Livestock Judging Team will practice on the
Extension Office at 3:30 -5:30 p.m. on Monday,
May 6th
•Farm Day at Harper Farm on Tuesday, May
7 for North and Calloway Preschool
•Parent Power St Leo Catholic Church May 7
6-7:30 p.m. Ginny will be the instructor
*Horse Bowl & Hippology Training - MSU
Expo Center, 3:30-4:45 p.m. Thursday. May 8

The Calloway County Cooperative Extension
Service is open Monday to Fridayfrom 8 a .m to
4:30 p.m. The phone number is 753-1452 and the
fax is 759-4243. The Calloway County 4-H
Council receives funding from the MurrayCalloway County United Way
Educational programs of the Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service serve all people
regardless of race, color, age, sex, religion, disability or national origin. University of Kentucky.
Kentucky State University, US. Department of
Agriculture, and Kentucky counties, cooperating.

Have You Herd?

Boyle man trains 'sheep dogs'
Border collies, in particular, are
By JULIE CLAY
The Advocate-Messenger
bred to gather sheep, or cattle and
DAN VILLE. Ky.(AP)— It must bring them-to a human handler.
The American Border Collie
have been fate for a Boyle County
man to begin training dogs to herd Association expects to register its
200,000th border collie this year,
sheep.
A decade ago, Russell Kreider according to the organization's Web
was on his way to work in site.
Begun in the 1980s. the group
Woodford County when he saw
about 10 border collies tied to a has worked to preserve the bloodmakeshift fence and sheep in a near- lines of working border collies and
by pen.
is fighting against the American
He stopped in and met border Kennel Club's decision to add borcollie trainer and author Vergil der collies to its roster.
Holland, who had recently moved to
Kreider has had dogs all of his
Kentucky from New York.
life and says he's gone through most
Holland, who has written several all other stock dog breeds, including
books about stock dog training, Australian shepherds, Louisiana
needed fences. Kreider was only too Catahoula Leopards, which .he
happy to help. In exchang ,he got iiescribe,s_m_ore as "attack dogs"
his first pup and began training on than stock dogs, before deciding on
how to handle dogs who herd.
border collies.
The 1995 movie "Babe," about a
pig raised by a border collie, caused
a meteoric rise in the number of the
breed that herd sheep, cattle and
other livestock on ranches, farms
and in competitions.
After a Colorado cattle roundup
on a ranch, Kreider saw all four
ranchers use border collies in gath-

IN OUR
BACKYARD

MARCUM

*
GALLOWAY CO. SHERIFF
27 Years Law Enforcement
Police Instructor KY Justice Cabinet
KY Assoc. Chiefs of Police
KY Fraternal Order of Police #23

'aka

The Ledger & Times specialty magazine,
published mid-July, will include area
news & feature stories, photos, useful
facts, and recreation information.
Read all about your friends and
neighbors in Calloway and surrounding
counties as we bring you the best
and most interesting stories from
your own backyard.
To Advertise In This Special Section
Contact Your Ad Representative at...

753-1916
Wende Holzschuh • Mary Ann Orr
Janet Walker • Slone Hutchison

n
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ering up 900 heifers.
"I saw-you could leave the horse
in the barn," he said.
Kreider was host to a novice trial
at his Danville farm April 27-28.
Another is scheduled for June 1516. Dog handlers from as far away
as Michigan are coming to Kreider's
farm to compete in penning sheep.
He said both the dogs and the
handlers are beginners at the sport
of herding sheep into a pen, so it's
always interesting to watch how
they interact.
He has 26 sheep, an animal he
admits he doesn't have much
respect for.
"They can live a while if they
convince themselves they can,"
Kreider said. "Sometimes they'll _
run off and run into a fence pole and
kill themselves."
Guided by their masters, the dogs
circle the sheep and bring them to
their owners. In competition, the
dogs must also drive the animals
away from the handler, which is
totally against their breeding.,
Kreider said. Instinctively, the dogs
know how to move so the sheep
automatically move directly to the

Elect William

SUMMER 2002

0 MURRAY

'Cooking Class Tuesday, May 14, 3:30-5 p.m.
Extension Office
•Babysitting Clinic Wednesday and Thursday,
May IS and 163:15-4:45 p.m. CCMS
*Lawn Mowing Clinic Wednesday and
Thursday, May15 and 16 3:15-4:45 p.m. CCMS
*Farm Day at Harper Farm on Thursday. May
18 for Southwest
•St. Judes Trail Ride at LBL Wranglers May
18,10 a.m. meet in Day Parking. Potluck Lunch
to follow ride.

mom

Paid or by Wilham Marcum Campaign Fund

Please RE-ELECT

MARCIA

BRANDON
YOUR MAGISTRATE
OF DISTRICT #3
A magistrate who is an honest
roven represehtative of the people.

N

Paid for by the candidate, Marcia Brandon

1 Peoples Land Title Co., Inc.

owner.
While -the Kreiders' dog Ty
worked with four sheep, he constantly crouched behind the animals
as he ran behind them in a pendulum-like movement, making the
sheep begin walking toward
Kreider.
Ty brought the animals to his
master and was told to lie down, but
only when Kreider held his collar
did the sheep take their eyes off of
the dog and begin to graze.
The problems arise when the
dogs, who are trying to please their
owners, think they are doing the
right thing.
"It's a fine line between working
on their awn __and working _ you.," _
Kreider said.
Grace, one of his border collies.
"has a tendency to do what you say
until you really need her to do what
you say," he said, laughing.
Kentucky is the home of the oldest stock dog trial in the United
States, Kreider said. The Bluegrass
Classic will be held May 15-19 at
Kentucky Horse Park.

Higher foal loss in
mares exposed to
tent caterpillars
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
Preliminary results of a University
of Kentucky study show elevated
levels of foal loss in mares exposed
to both the Eastern tent caterpillar
and.the caterpillar's droppings.
Officials from the university's
College of Agriculture released the
report Wednesday along with a second advisory to horse farmers to
limit their pregnant mares' exposure
to caterpillars in pastures.
Scientists still do not know ;Oat
caused hundreds of foals to die and
mares to terminate thousands of
early term pregnancies on central
Kentucky horse farms last year,
costing the state's billion-dollar
horse industry nearly $350 million.
They believe, however, that stark
weather changes during this exact
time frame may have played a role
in the mysterious illness.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

314 Main Street, Murray, KY
270-753-0757

5.00%

72(b) Tax Deferral Program

(May, 2002)

1) allows individuals to sell appreciated assets(such
as real estate, businesses, stocks, and other tangible
property)and defer over one's lifetime the payment
of capital gains taxes; and.
2) allows the immediate removal of the total value of
the asset from the estate of the seller thereby
completely avoiding inheritance or estate taxes.

Program must be in place before transfer of
ownership occurs.
{Not an investment or insurance products

Southern Farm Bureau Life
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3000o.Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
Ad a99ANN006
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ADJUSTMENTS

All real estate elseniscd herein i• suhiest 0, the FCtier.11
prefer-me
How.ing Act ohi.h nukes it illegal to
1111111.1iion of 1.11..fifIlifialion hasect on ra.e soksr religusn scr
handhap tnrahal status or national origin or intention to mai,
am sus h pretcrenses. limitations or dissrumnassn
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.ilsension of their ads tor any error Murray
edger4 Times roll be responsible lot only cce
',correct wiserlion Any error shouhd be reportCan be made
., a-o-aalalcd, so
Advertisers
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020
025
030
040
050
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070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Wanted

IP

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$2.50

$7.00 Column Inch,80'1 Discount 2nd Run.
44:ri Discount 3rd Run.
. ,All I:Ws Must Run WithIn h Ikn Ii.•1
per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping (inn'.

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per tin‘
$2.00 eves for !shopper

Tues. nasioneels go into 'shopping Guide, 113.50 mutes for hi •,,1

To Place Your Ad the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
060

060

-CI

I ix iv

-
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Card of Thanks

In this time ofsadness the family acknowledges. with
deepest gratitude, every expression of kindness shown
We have sustained a great loss, but we are not
without hope: we are grateful and moved by your
ctpressions of love, You have helped to ease our bur‘1is God bless you, we are grateful for the calls.
,ordsr7 visits, floral arrangements. fornI,Adit- vert0,
(.ates. monetary gifts and especially your prayers.
Our deepest gratitude to Rev. James A. Hodge. Rev
I.ester Peoples and Overseer Powell. As well as
Ruthie Karen and Susie Prime for their music and
•
%otos.
He also offer our thanks to pallbearers Dr John
QUerterminis. Willie Kind. Clarence Grogan.
Costello Grogan. Michael McDougal. Michael Reed,
.teve Rutledge, and Stanley Rutledge. We thanks honorary lnil/bearer John Armstrong, the flower bearers,
cousins of the family and Murray City School
7eachers. A special thanks to Mt. Horeb Freewill
Baptist Church.

We would like thank all of those who
assisted on 12th St. in front of Murray'
Plaza April 4, 2002. We would also like to
thank the paramedics and Murray
Calloway County Hospital Emerge'', \
staff A special thanks with our deepest
gratitude to Nancy Beecham_
The Rutledge Family

•

Card of Thanks
itude to Dr Dan Miller and Dr Bailey
Binfbrd for your care of my husband.
Robert (Bobby) Rutledge over the
years.
Mrs. Robert Rutledge

020

020
Notice

020

020
Notice

MANAGEMENT TRAINFI

College of Education - Office of the Dean

Immediate opening for Sales Marw.cr
in the Nashville area for a Fortune 500
Expense paid training. Potential 25K+ 1st eat
Must be honest, ambitious. good references.
and have dependable transportation.
Major medical. dental, and life insurance. 41111.
Please fax resumes to 753-642-4-0
ffi-Heaffie-€rh

Announcement of NCATE Review for Murray State University
The College of Education at Murray State University is scheduled for
a fall 2002 accreditation review by the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). Federal regulations
require that accrediting agencies allow for public comment on the
qualifications of institutions or programs under consideration for initial or continuing accreditation.
Both NCATE and Murray State University recognize graduates, parents.schools and community organizations have valuable perspectives
on the quality of the programs that—prepare teachers and other school
personnel. We invite interested parties to submit written testimony on
the College-of Education at Murray State University to:

PUBLIC NOTICE
A public hearing will be held by the City of Murray in the
Council Chambers of City Hall, May 23, 2002, 6:30 p.m., for
the purpose of obtaining written or oral comments regarding
the proposed- use of-City- of Murray Budget Funds for the
upcoming year.
PUBLIC INSPECTION: The City's proposed use of City of
Murray Budget Funds is available for public inspection at
City Hall during normal business hours. Any person(s)(especially senior citizens) who cannot submit written comments or
attend the public meeting, but wish to submit comments,
should call City Hall at 762-0350 so the City can make
arrangements to secure their comments.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
FFUEIE
F'ALIL—E-TS
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Notice

ickill5oeftscitoci,cseit
WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
/Charlie Miller Rd. Almo/Dexter, KY

Comments must address substantive matters related to the quality of

professional education programs offered at Murray State University
and should specify the respondent's relationship, if any, to the institution (i.e., graduate, present or former faculty member, employer of
graduates 4, Copies of all correspondence received will be sent to
Murray State University for comment prior to the review. No anonymous or oral testimony will be considered.

Starting April 30th Until Season End
Howl 82.m.-I p.m.
4p.m.•6 p.m.
270-753-5410

STRAWBERRIES
CiPOC•05CsChC1hCte5Ci,CsCs

We love ya'
Mom and Dad

020
Notice

I )eadline for letters is May 13th at 5 p.m.
Cost is $8 per letter. No more than 20
words. School logo will be placed in ad

1000 Off A Full Set of
Acrylic Nails

Fancy Fingers

For mote information call 753-1916
and ask for Tammy or Amanda.

u MI M O

LEDGERS/TIMES
Your

and
Headquarters

•Caps °Jackets

*Shirts •Warmups
•Diecast *License Plates
•Coffee Cups
AND MUCH,
MI"( 'II MORE'

'EASLEY

500 N. 4TH ST. • MURRAY (Nest to Beasley Sot. I Ant./
Hours: 9 o.m.-5 p.m. Mos.-Sot.

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270)753-1747
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

I

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th Street
No Phone Calls Please

Nail Salon
1104 Story Ave
270-753-2887
(located at Upper Cuts)
Artificial Nails
(Acrylic & Gel).
Manicures & Pedicures
Additional 10°,o off to
students w/ID

90B-N-KS
Hwy 641
Puryear, TN
731-247-5995
Games, Food & Fun
Closed Mondays, Tues &
Wed.
.50 drafts
5pm to 9pm
Thurs. night
$3 00 pitchers
Fn & Sat
Catfish or Pnme Rib
FLOWER Market
(Next to Catholic Church)
Now Open
10am-6pm
Mon-Sat
Sun lpm-5pm
Seasonal Annual Color
MRS ANN'S PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice on all matters of
Me. Tells Past. Present &
Future 270-7S7-0508_
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
LYN.V
16 years service.
270-753-1001.

oavertsea
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
For pain at arthritis
& sore muscle

John & Oneida
White
270-492-8586

ACCOUNT
REPRESENTATIVE

060

Lost and Found

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

FOUND one black dog in
Kirkwood & 16th Street
area Call 753-9445

DRIVERS needed: Re
quired Class A CDL. clean
driving record & 2 years
experiences. Competitive
wages, benefits. Home every weekend. Must have 2
years experience, and a
clean dnving record. 270489-2138

0/0 needs driver for second truck, home week
ends, 850WK, 3yrs. OTH
exp, no tickets no accidents more experience
more pay(2701559-2428

LOST: 4mo CollietSheptierd. Dark brown with
whit ---t—
narkings. Answers
to Lilly. Yellow collar. N.
20th area. 767-0207
THIS space is reserved

the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

Picking Tuesdays,Thursdays & Saturdays!

Abbey,
We know you'll lace
a wonderfid time at
college. You are a talented girl.

For all positions for all
shifts. Apply in person at

Letters of comment should be received by August 1, 2002

Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

Let your graduate know how proud
you are of their achievements by
placing your graduation line to be
published in our Graduation Tab
on May 16, 2002.

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS

Board of Examiners
NCATE
2010 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20036-1023

060

ftsiasmasoos

Help Wanted

Notice

Notice

HERE'S To THE CLASS OF 2002!

060

Help Wanted

Murray State University

A special thanks with my deepest grat-

The Rutledge. Family

VISA
mamma

IZ

f

Acknowledgement

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

•

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edlt
any submitted matter

ATTENTION!'
Need extra cash'?
Part-time help needed"
Hours Sat 9-2 $7-Si 5/hr
Paid Weekly Must be
Dependable
759-5880
CALLOWAY County
United Methodist Church
seeking part-time choir
director Send resumes to
PO Box 1040-C Murray.
KY 42071
CHILD Care Center
seeking 1 Full time cook &
1 Full time teacher prefer
CDA but not necessary
Salary commensurate with
experience Send resume
to PO Box 1040-V
Murray. KY 42071
DELIVERY, Servers day &
night. Bartenders, Kitcher
Apply in person at
Fifteenth & Olive N
Phone Calls Please

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.
Interested persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
Please No Phone Calls

RECEPTIONIST/ Property
Manager. Computer skills
a must. Pleasant, a teamr
FULL-TIME maintenance player multi-task with folfor Murray Place Apt. Re- lowing through
skills. Drop
include: off resume at Century 21
sponsibilities
maintaining
grounds, University Square North
painting, light plumbing & 12th St
electrical repairs. Benefits
included. Drug test and
background check required. Bring resume with
references to: Murray
Place Apt. 1700 Lowes
Prefer
Drive. Monday- Friday.
experience but
9am- 5pm.

NURSES
AIDE
will train. Do not

HELP wanted Full Time
need CNA,
dishwasher, and waitress.
pleasant
Call 345-2225
atmosphere,
HIRING Dishwasher &
Cooks Full & Part-time
good working
Apply in person at Anna's
conditions. Apply
Farmhouse Restaurant in
- Person at
Aurora, KY 1-270-3549875
MATURE responsible, deli
EOE
cook needed Apply to PO
Box 1040-P Murray, KY
42071
THE Bull Pen
Steaks & Spirits
MILLS Manor has the folNow Hiring
lowing positions open:
Full-time 12hr shifts. Li- Servers Cooks, Hostesscensed Nurse & Nurse es. Apply in person, Monday - Saturday aarTech Day Shift

FERN TERRACE

Earn #35K-S4OK + Full benefit package.
Only career minded individuals need apply..
1st 50 callers guaranteed an interview.

Call Monday & Tuesday
759-4883 • 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Ask for Doug Smith
EOEIMF

I

LIFEGUARDS
Lifeguard applicatii-

WENDY'S Now HaDaytime Hours
,
Apply between 2 r,r

.:;.e available .until
Business
Opportunity

If). 2002 at the NI
Calloway County
Office. 900 Pa
Street.

Murray, I\
Applicant must h.,
certification. For inl.
oration phone P. •
Offico. '`-(1

HOMEWORKERS
Needed
$635 weekly proce
mail Easy No i.xn.
needed
Call 1-888-51 )16
Ext 4605 24hrs
120

TOP Company in Advertising speciality field will set
you up in your own big
profit business no expenence needed. No inventory
or stock: investment required. Steady income, full
or part-time. Repeat orders pay full commission
For details fax resume to
618-932-2127

Computers
KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE
NEW computers $799
Upgrades & Repair
Internet Service
On 121S

To place your ad call
270-753-1916

436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
1p m -5pm
Sun

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
FUNERALS

INSURANC E

Dallas Willoughby

Lou V. McGary

Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Does Your Policy Pay 100'; or

Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who
love you.

the Deductihles

ry

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
Ill

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

You are responsible for the deductible IF
Medicare does not pay. $812 on Part A. $1041
Part B. Call me for more information

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

FREE HELP L's CLAIM FILING FOR MY( LIFNT,
.

'Terry Isaacs/Karen kaac!, Owners

753-7890. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service
14900•58541033

PLANNING AHEAD

For All Speciai Occasions

4MMIse
Jo4 Nlain Si.. ‘furras. 1.1 42071
,270.1 753-13011 • Toll Free i-$8$-347-4757

PLACE YOUR AD HERE!
for as little as

• Wide range of pre-planning
options.

$6.00 per week.

• Plans are personalized tor voti
• Pa v.rnent.options avaiiablu

_—_,
Illirkei/Is formai Wear tabtrtelat'SI

JIM KELLY

BLALOCK -COLEmAN
753-6800
753-8697
Office .41P4.44
Home
FUNERAL
ned
713 South
HOME
Keith & Kel% itt
4th St.

II 3 Week Contract)

Just say charge it!
VISA
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360

270
Moan, Homes For Sale

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759 3556

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

2 acres with a real
nice 1995 Atlantic
16x80 mobile home.
3 bedroom, 2 baths,
all electric. Ready to
move into. Located
10 miles N. of
Murray on Hwy.
1346. $25.000 with
$1,500 down and a
monthly payment of
$295. per month.

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting Goods
519S 12th Murray.

MURRAY Store and Lock
Presently has units available 753-2905 or 75375-1t,

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage

Call 1-800-455-3001
Starks Bro. Homes

GOOD used Air Condition
er. refrigerator stove car
pehng 753-4109
WANTED riding mowers
,t need work 436-2867

Mobile Homes For Rent

Articles
For Sale

2BR Rent to own 14x70
Coleman RE 759-4118

40 and 35 horse boat-motors. Iguana with cage. 2
heat rocks Liq wt Free kittens Call after 6 00pm
436-2099

NICE 2br No pets
753-9866
SMALL 28R $225 per
month 753-6012
286
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

I

BIG screen TV for sale
Take on small payments
Good credit required 1800-398-3970
BIRDFEEDERS and houses Also bat squirrel, butterfly. ect Very high quality cedar 206 E Poplar
(East of 4th)

LOT for rent
492-8488
320
Apartments For Rent
1 Bedroom W &-D furnish
ed Kirksey Coleman RE
759-4118

DISNFY -Roach Vacation
6 nights. Great hotel
Sacrifice for S199
270-846-8095

ir•s For Sale
Storage Rentals

FOR SALE:
LAND & HOME

140

150

MONDAY. MAY 6 :7007

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

Prot)
For Sale

2mmerctal

FUN CENTER,
KENTUCKY LAKE
5 ACRES, GO CARTS,
MINIATURE GOLF,
BUMPER BOATS, GAME
ROOM & RESTAURANT
$110,000
270-474-8000

HOUSE FOR SALE BY PRIVATE B11
The First United Methodist Church of
Murray will accept sealed bids on a house and
lot located at 408 Sycamore Street in Marra
Kentucky.
Bids must he in writing and received in Mc
office of the First United Methodist Church
located at 503 Maple Street. on or before 12:00
noon on Wednesday. May 29. 2002. Property
may he inspected by calling 753-3812.
The seller reserves the right to reject any and
all bids.

D&S
MOBILE
HOME
MOVERS

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES

270-437-4608

1988 Astroglass. 200 hp,
Yamaha 55.000
1990 Chevy truck 120.xxx
miles $5,000
1990 GMC truck $2,000
435-4279

1999 Toyota Tacoma 4x4.
26,xxx miles. A R E. Topper, $16.500 Call 270-3288999
520
Boats & Motors

B&D
Roofing
Certified Experienced,
and Dependable
Roofing at a
Reasonable Price
No Job to big or to small
Phone 270-489-6209
Cell 270-559-9638

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
Monarch, 70 HP
15FT
436-2113
Johnson motor, trolling
motor. $1,950 753-8242
BRANDON'S
752-0313.
Outdoor Services
1985 Alumacraft 1470 MV
•Paint .Lawn •Mulch
85 30 horse Johnson, •Shrubs
*Bushhog
electric start crappie bar. 2
(270)436-5277
Eagle depth finders, -trolBRYON'S Lawn Service
ling motor, aerated liveFree Estimates 753-0600
well. Floors & carpet Nice CARPORTS Starting at
Rt9_436-6275 After 5pm
$675 installed Roy Hill
Nymph (270)436-2113
Sea
1994
Cecil McLeod's
boat/trailer 25 horse, EvinLawnmower Repair
rude motor, evinrude trolCompact, small, upgraded, ,ideal retirement
Pick-up & delivery
ling motor. foot control. live
home across from,hospital.
753-9814.
well, excellent condition
902 Poplar St.. Murray • 759-4078
after
762-0287
Call
CLAY'S Mowing
579.000 OBO
--5:00pm
Cell phone 871-7340
CONCRETE Finishing,
PONTOON: 1999 20 Lextra. Extras include ice box. sidewalks, driveways, pasink, shower head, chang- tios, general maintenance
Free Estimates 435-4619
ing room, stereo. depth
CONCRETE Finishing
and fish locator 2000
sidewalks, driveways, pa
Johnson 50HP outboard
motor, trailer, $10,300 See hos, general maintenance
Free Estimates 435-4619
at 2121 Country Road or
1( )l Silt )\\ IS
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Call 753-6001
• \ cragc k. 101'1 iii•
Tilling- Blade Work0 Sli()V‘ (..11 •
530
111,1t),.
Bushhogging.
,
11
•I I
Services Offered
[
I
\
Free Estimates
-1 ‘k.Clit'ffi
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
A affordable hauling, junk
Phone 270-492-6159
clean up. tree work, gutter
.. Cell 836-5681
cleaning 436-5141
lili S . Ski it. It
- 730- • lii
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULSiding Quality Work Free
ING junk clean up, cleanEstimates Over 25 Years
ing out sheds gutters, tree
Experience Gerald Walwork 436-2867
ters 753-2592
A-1 Tree Service
FENCING
Stump Removal
Midway Fence All types
492-8737.
Complete services
437-3044
Reasonable prices
Free Estimates
Free Estimate Insured
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
Decks. Home Additions.
Spacious c,rivdc .v describes this 4/2 tea
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding, Trimming, removal. stump
turing huge den bonus rm, screen rm
Garages, Pole Barns, Met- grinding. firewood Insurgreat views. marble t?ntry, 2 fire bl , 3300
al Buildings. Fencing. ed 489-2839
sq. ft sale pnced S167 900
Quality Workmanship
HAULING
753-4451 day 753-0534 eve.
Licensed
Cleaning out garages.
753-7860 753-1194
sheds. carport attcs.
FOR sale by owner 3.000
AFFORDABLE lawn care
and storage.
486
sq. foot Beautifully remoddependable service at an
753-2555
Vehicles
Utility
Sport
eled 4Br. 2 bath brick
affordable price Free estiLuke Lamb
home located at 317 N
mates 435-4318
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
7th St, Murray. 1.7 acre lot 1998 Dodge Durango. SLT AFFORDABLE Mower rePAINTING
with 2 large detached ga- 4x4, loaded with extras pair. tillers. go carts. etc
.For all residential and
rages Asking $91. 500 61.000 miles. whiteichar- Free pickup, delivery. 436small commercial
Call for App. 270-753- coal interior. S16.500 527- 2867
painting needs
6599
3590
•36 years experience
ALL Carpentry Service
_
.Interior & Exterior
From Foundation to
FOR Sale. 3 BR. 2 B. Cen- 1998 White Ford escort
Finish
•Custom spraying for
interIf
$9.000
Sport
2x2
tral HVAC, Nothing Down,
lawn/patio furniture
18Yrs experience
905 Southwood Drive 753- ested call 519-1544, leave
Louver doors / shutters
New Construction*
message'
a
5561
•No job too small
Remodeling. Repairs.
- MARTIN Heights. 1552 87 Toyota good condition.
•Free estimates
Concrete Work
Mockingbird. 2200 sq ft. 4 runner, 5 speed. trans
Please call 753-8858
AGC Certified
3br, 2 5 baths. 2 car ga- S2.500 OBO 270-436435-4272
LEE'S CARPET
rage. gas log FP. vaulted 2695
CLEANING
ALL Carpentry,
ceilings covered porch.
*Furniture
•Carpets
Electrical.
490
appliances.
fence.
*Emergency water
New Const Home & MoCars
Used
LOCATION)
(GREAT
removal
bile Home repair, Termite
$134.900 Best Offer Cal'
•Free Estimates
& Water Damage, Re753-1785
1987 Sable station wagon. placement Windows Vinyl
753-5827
96.xxx miles. runs good, Siding. Painting. Decks
MASSAGE
470
excellent body. leather in- Call Larry Nimmo
By licensed Massage
Motorcycles & ATV s
terior S2.000 OBO 354- 753-9372. 753-0353
Therapist Coldwater Rd
8531
Murray853-1172
Asphalt SEALCOATING
MILLER'S Lawn Service
2001 Harley Davidson
& STRIPING
Push or ride
screamin Eagle. 4.500 1992 Ford Taurus 122k,
Call Ronnie Geurin
mow lawns
Miles. Perfect condition Call 759-1735 Leave Mes-The Asphalt Doctor"
sage
524.900
759-5234
*Compare our work
Lawn
2001 Honda Rebel, 250cc.
PROFESSIONAL
*Compare our prices
97 Dodge Avenger, V6.
240 miles. 52.500 270Care Mowing. trimming.
•References furnished
Auto, 82.xxx miles $4.800
354-8255
landscaping. hauling Rea*Workmanship & Material
Nice Car
sonable Rates, free estiGuaranteed
96 OLDS Cutlass, leather.
mates. For All your lawn
•Fully
Insured
Auto.
moon
roof.
V6.
2001 Soft tail standard diacare needs call B&B Lawn
•Free Estimates
Nice Car S4,800
mond ice, lots of extras
Care at 753-8407
270-759-1953
Call 753-6988
$16,500 753-8921

bear UOTT1. SUMe vtarty
paid washer and dryer
available No pets 767Pets & Supplies
9037
FREE Dish Network
downI OR 2br apts near
AKC Choc & Black Labs
$22 99 town Murray starting at
install
Free
Born 212702
p/month Some restrictions $200 mo 753-4109
After 5pm
(270)753-9382
or
1-800-815-8324
apply
1&2 bedroom Apts
270-444-0191
puppy.
lab
CHOCOLATE
Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal
shots, wormed. AKC Reg
902 Northwood Dr
FREE
$150 753-7249
Monday.
Dish Network Satellite sysDOG Obedience
Wednesday. Friday
tem, installed free Top 50
Master Trainer
Phone 759-4984
programming for only
436-2858
Equal Housing
$22 99 per morth Call for
PEG'S Dog Grooming
Opportunity
more information Beasley
M-F 753-2915
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Antenna & Satellite at
877-455-0901
1-2. 3br apts furnished. POMERANIAN Puppies
LARGE Desk for sale near MSU. 753-1252 or 6wks old Vet checked
Ready for new homes 1st
black metal with faux wood 753-0606
1BR apt available, all ap- set of shots $275 CKC
top $40 or best offer /
pliances furnished Mur- r -arstered 489-2949
759-9616
REGISTERED Border
Cal Realty. 753-4444 _
MACHINE quilting
Collie puppies
$225
1BR
Apt
S31 50 rea size
270)354-8998
okay
pets
Small
Center
Murray Sewing
410
RE
Coleman
759-8400
Public Sale
759-4118
TIMBER for sale lots
1BR duplex. no utilities inof oak sierieer.
COMPLETE AUCTION
cluded. S250mo 1650
Call 270-382-245Wayne Wilson 753-5066
Ryan 753-2649
155
Broker
213edf6iffre. 2 bath all apAppliances
Roger Stubblefield
pliances furnished 753527-2931 Auctioneer
7813 or 753-7903
WHIRLPOOL 2 years old 2 BR Town house 5325
430
Never Usecr Loaded pro- Coleman RE 759-4118
Real Estate
pane gas stove 753-7710
2BR duplex with CilitA,
or 759-4492 5600 0E30
HALEY Professional
washer dryer furnished.
180
Appraising
dishwasher & microwave
Lawn & Garden
270-759-4218
carport with storage No
"For What It's Worth"f
pets 436-5960
KEITH'S Park & Sell
435
2BR Apt 908 Hilwood
Consignment Service
Lake Property
5335 per month 759-4406
80 E Main. Murray
covered
bath,
2
1
2BR 1
759-9831
2 lots (162 acres) in.
parking extremely nice
We can get parts tor MurCrawford's Landing Sub
Coleman RE 759-4118
ray. MTD. NOMA. AYP &
Affordable price with
EXTRA nice 1 bedroom, 1
Sears Keith's Lawn &
possible owner financing
appliances turn
bath
Tractor 80 E Main Murray
owner'agent
OH , A. 1 yr lease. 1
759-9831
753-8251 559-3272
month deposit 753-2905
190
EXTRA nice. 2br.. 1 5 bath
Farm Equipment
Farms For Sale
townhouse appliances furnished. W D 1yr lease. 1
•ATV Sprayer $150 gal month deposit No pets FARM 94 acres or Hwy 58
tank 42 ft booms Si 750 753-2905
(Harvey) 5 5 mi S of Ben•1997 36 ft Hopper bottom EXTRA roomy 2Br.. 2 ton, 1850 ft road Frontage
trailer 59 000 (2701435- bath. w" garage. applian- borders Soldier Creek
609
ces furnished tyr lease & (502 695-3710-4611
270
1 month deposit No Pets
Mobile Homes For Sale
753-2905
FORREST View Apart14X70 2 bath Si 800
ments 1213 N 16th St.. 5 AC lots and larger 270-435-6099
now accepting applications North of Puryear- woods &
for 2br townhouses, basic open fields some restric2000 Fleetwood 28x54
rent $325/ month Office tions Beautiful building lots
3br, 2 bath I- acre, all apHours 10- 2. M-F Call $2.700 per AC. and up
wi'd
including
pliances
Equal Housing NO
Cost
Closin_g
753-1970
Priced for quick sale
Opportunity
(731)610-0039 Days or
(270)746-5732 leave mesLARGE 1 bedroom Apart- (731 934-4090 Nights
sage
ment close to MSU No
BEAUTIFUL double wide, Pets
Available 5-1-02
for information Call 607- 753-5980
785-1022
NEW 2br Apartment
2200. sq. ft. 3 bedroom
NEWLY Remodeled 1
Call 753-5731
two bath. Large corner lot
bedroom. 1 bath, mobile
Fenced back yard with
RED OAKS APTS.
home $2.500 Must See'
large deck
Special
753-2251 after 6 OORM
Call Lynda at
$100 Deposit
Greys Properties
188 From $280
RELIANCE HOMES INC.
759-2001
2BR From $325
2 MILES N. MURRAY.KY
Call Today!
New 32x80 5 BR. 3 Bath
3 or 4 Bedroom house with
753-8668.
with fireplace. Moen fau2 full baths, whirlpool in
cets throughout. fiberglass
Southside Manor Apts
MBR Gas fireplace. custubs. NO Plastic plywood
Now available for
tom oak cabinets. Landfloors. $468 per month.
immediate occupancy
scaped Lots of extras
turn key set up on your
1br elderly disable units.
Call 753-4761
oroperry
also available
3BR, 2 bath, brick. appli7-9442
1 & 2br apts
ances, C/H/A, double gaSection 8 housing
rage, 1709 Calloway 753753-8221
6397
EHO
4 Sale By Owner
VERY nice large lbr all 3E3r. 3 Bath, brick. 2 acres
including split Br. city water. gas, caappliances
washer & dryer 759-5885
ble. wood floor entrance
340
beautifully decorated.
Licensed
Houses For Rent
move in cond , 30x12
and Insured
porch under roof, fenced
area behind house. landFOR rent or sale Owne
scaped $135.000 with
3br. 1
will help finance
$5.000 cash rebated at
bath. 2 9 acres, country
closing to use for moving
setting Ten miles from
or as needed 753-2215
from
miles
ten
&
Murray
after 6 00pm
Mayfield Call 270-376Af559-4082
Cell
or
1991 3br, 2
5507
Owner
BY
SPRING SALE Sunshine
Bath. 1.786sq ft. C/H/A,
quality at greater savings' ter 6pm
by
Arrowhead NICE 38r, brick central pool garage 24x24 horse
Come
barn/building. new siding P.
Home Sales for details Heat & Air near MSU
well in 99 Must See'
3124 Hwy 79N - Pans TN $525/mo plus deposit, ref
Monday- Saturday 9 00AM erences required 436- 931 500 Call 492-8103 for
appointment
io 6 OOPM
6414

1

1

S36
Services Offered

1111111.1sed Trucks

ft7k7 /7-,\
r-̀71R75

Global NIortgage Link

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at $12,500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838

AHART lita CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel.
437-4838 or
270 559-4986
Protect Your Number One Investment

JIM DAY PAINTING

alb

PAPERHANGING
Reasonable\ Free Estimates - Trustworthy\
Rates
\
Helpful Advice

753-4931

High Standards With

An Extra Touch For Detail

Heaven's Best

NG
CARPET CLEANI
Special

Spring
lit Kama S49.00 each Room after $24.50

Dry in 1 hour
No sticky residue, Non-toxic & Hypo-Allergenic
Residential & Commercial
New image in carpet cleaning
Got stains? Well remove them.

For a free estimate call:470-492-8510
or pager 270-762-7578

HOME FOR SALE

1143 ROBERTSON RD.

M & T Painting
Now scheduling summer work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.

PINI[

Pleast' call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979

Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
.Asphalt paving
*Seal coating
•Striping
•Hauling
759-0501
753-1537.

MULCH
McKNIGHT
SAWMILL
Buyers of tie logs
753-5305
M-F 7:3-4:30
Sat. 8-12
641 N_, turn right
after 15 mi marker

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
MOWING and Trimming
Small to large yards
within Murray area
Steve 767-9178
MR LAWN CARE
759-2514
Wowing .Landscaping
•Gutter-Cleaning_
MULCH
A-1 Grade
Delivered or U-Haul
(731)782-3524
Terry Wheatley
MULCH Delivered Murray.
436-5560
PAINTING
Pay less
Call Dan 753-9618
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
MOWERS FOR SALE
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
753-0260

$20 per 2.2 yard
scoop
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TOMS Window Cleaning,
paint, pressure washing.
767-9014
YARD Work Wanted
759-9911

Need to sell
your house?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

Your Home improvement Headquarters
Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up some day.

489-6155 or Cell 339-7316 J4.

#1 & #2 available in most colors

*Acid Cleaning Available
•We t c Hot Water *Parking Lots & 1)rivevva.v s

Borders

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Phone 1270) 759-4734

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

arrib Brotherts

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Co Sure To Shop - Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture

Moving Co.

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

Luke Lamb
7

Mark Lamb's Your Ad Could
Tree Service
Be Here
Ct-2701 /59-3624•(8801 548-5262)
For Only
$25r Per Month!
ifIa1111
4111.110

Free d, Atunip Hominid
I.ice F%ttintites
Tree Trimming
24 Ilr Sem(e
("leanup Servir
Hedge Trimming
Ill/ bile 01 Equipment

LicESsIED

INSURED

‘fark Iamb

• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Hat Roofs _
"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
Free ENtimate.8 - 10 Klir% Etperienee

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

•Vinv I Siding & Ecnoinl: •Mohile Homes
•136,1 *All External Cleaning

David

Vceinli;n2Q III Rnej Repent.,

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

• in Cleaning -

"

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

Roofing Metal

David's Cleaning
Services

VISA

amb Brothers
Tree Service

1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimat,
24 Hr .Seri ice

Tree
Cleanup Ser

Full Line eq
Hedge Trimtning Equipment
Commercial
Tree & Stump
it
,
Rrni

ResIrl,

To Advertise Your
Business Call
Tammy Stom or
Amanda Edwards
at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

LOOKING BACK

J

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I had talked with them about drug,.
were dining out and heard a cell To my surprise, most of the students
phone ring. A woman seated in the volunteered that their parents had
PETER
booth next to us took a phone out of not shared their views on drug
GOTT, M.D.
her purse and proceeded to carry on abuse. They left that to the heahh
a 20-minute conversation. By the teacher Me!
I decided to tell my students
time she hung up, we knew her
name, address, phone number, the this: "I will use short words and
ages of her three daughters and sentences that we all understand.
Do not try drugs. Do not start
that the girls were home alone.
your pelvis and clots to your lungs
the couple prepared to leave, them. If you think that no one
As
(pulmonary emboli). Therefore, I
I approached her and said we had cares about you, you are wrong. I
share your concern about the status
her conversation — and care about you. I think about all of
overheard
of your blood clots. I usually prefer to
of her children's you every day and worry about
please
think
to
continue Coumadin therapy for at
safety when talking on her cell your future. I will listen to you. I
least six months in situations such as
phone in public. Her reply? "We don't care what your hair looks
yours. However, to take your second
like. I don't care if you have a
a rottweiler in our yard."
keep
question first, you need to know if the
pierced nose. I care about you as a
threw
business
a
Her husband
blood clots have been dissolved.
card down on our table, said,"Here's person. Drugs will destroy your
Ordinarily, this can be accomplished
our address. Let's just see you future. I, for one, want you to have
by a safe and painless test called a
around our house!" and stormed out. a great one."
Doppler ultrasound. However, you
Abby, I wish parents understood
My husband then chewed me out for
had a truckload of clots; therefore, I
that their children need to hear this
business.
own
minding
my
not
recommend a CT scan of your
I was polite, not demeaning in message directly from them — not
abdomen, pelvis and lungs.
any way. I simply pointed out that from me.
HEALTH TEACHER
If the test shows unresolved thromin this day and age, it's better to be
IN MASSACHUSEI lb
boses, you will need aggressive anticareful when you talk in the prescoagulation for another six months or
ence of strangers.
DEAR HEALTH TEACHER:
more — until the clots have dissolved
Abby, don't people care about
and disappeared.
one another anymore? Was I out of You're right. And if parents
line'? The couple's reaction — and are at a loss for words, they
On the other hand, if the scanning
my husband's — really got to me. should save your letter and
confirms resolution, an 81 milligram
read your heartfelt plea to
Thanks for letting me vent.
aspirin tablet a day is probably an
their children. It's one of the
the
reduce
to
FIVE
OF
choice
GRANDMOTHER
appropriate
IN NORTH TEXAS most important messages they
stickiness of your blood and avoid furcan convey, because silence
ther clots.
implies indifference.
I
:
DEAR
GRANDMOTHER
Ask your doctor about this. Frankly.
still
care
believe
about
people
with
disagreed
she
if
I'd be surprised
*5*
IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE
one another. However, your
this approach because, as I menand her daughter,
Phillips
Pauline
some
good deed brought about
VOTE
tioned, your situation is somewhat
Jeanne Phillips, share the pseudonym
Your
comdynamics.
peculiar
more
unique: Pelvic blood clots are
Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at
ment embarrassed that naive
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 89440,
serious than those in the lungs, and
woman because you made her
Los Angeles, CA 90089.
pulmonary emboli can cause marked
realize that she had, indeed, put
disability, even death. Therefore,
S..
her children at risk. The husmeticulous _monitoring is appropriate
band saw his wife's embarrassin your case, unlike the situation
ment and jumped to her
where a post-op patient has DVT in
defense. Had that man been any
the legs (and nowhere else) that
more rude, your husband would
resolves with therapy.
have had to defend you - and it
Your doctors are to be congratulatcould have caused a serious
ed because they made accurate and
altercation. (That's why your
simple diagnoses. But I'd want to
husband chewed you out.)
make darned sure that your clotting
Be comforted in the knowlproblem is a past concern, not a curedge that I probably would have BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
rent problem.
reacted exactly as you did. This
A NOTE TO READERS: For an
would be a sad world, indeed, if
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, May
updated and revised Health Report on
nobody tried to help anybody.
7. 2002.
*Life Long Resident Of Calloway Co.
"Losing Weight" (formerly "Winning
You might be far more determined than
*Army Border Patrol
the Battle of the Bulge") that includes
ever to add to your financial well-being
.20 years With Murray Fire Dept
my No Flour, No Sugar diet, send
DEAR ABBY: I am a health You will do whatever you need to do to
long, a self-addressed, stamped enve.35 Years Business Experience
teacher in a middle school. Part of enhance your investments. Harness a tallope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
*Elected Constable
the curriculum calls for the students ent and use this gift to make money
167, Wickliffe;OH 44092-0167. Be sure
#1 On Ballot
to learn about the dangers of Once you put concrete form to your creto mention the title. Also, be on the
substance abuse. I asked my 13- ativity. you will profit. If you are single.
*1 In Qualification
lookout for more updated Health
year-old students if their parents loosen up more and learn to enjoy those
McCain%
Fr Hs
Reports.
you meet. Not everyone has to be your
or Juliet. When you adopt this
Romeo
f"
CS
CP.4411_l
COMI
attitude, you're likely to meet Mr. or Ms.
Right If you're attached, the two of you
1—CANICIIE
need to work more as a team. Focus on
your goals as a couple, and your relationI KNOW,BUT
- PRIED EGGS,
wow- WOULD YOU LIKE POQ
I'LL REMEMBER THAT, <r
ship will grow PISCES makes you
BREAKPAS- ON YOUR
WHAT WOULD ) SAUSAGE,HASH
NOW C'MON DOWN
smile
AND EAT VOLA
kONEY'
YOU I-84.V
BIRTHCIArP
BQONINS,TOAST,
ISN'T
JAM,
!
BIRTHDAY
BLACKBERRY
OATMEAL
,_
- •
\ AND CO:MEEI
gO2SIX MONTHS
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
6111"
yEri
4-Positive,
--;;?
5-Dynamic;
Have:
3-Average, 2-So-so; I-Difficult

DEAR DR. GOTT: In October 2001.
I had a total hip replacement.
Immediately thereafter, I was placed
on Coumadin to prevent clots in my
leg veins. After three weeks of physiotherapy in a skilled nursing facility, I
returned home and was told to stop
the Coumadin However, my legs
began to hurt terribly, so I went to the
emergency room. There, the doctors
ordered a CT scan that showed — to
my horror — blood clots in my legs,
pelvis and lungs. The physicians put
me in the Intensive Care Unit and
started anticoagulant injections into
my abdominal wall. I was hospitalized
for a week, then sent home on
Coumadin
In February of this year. I went
back to my orthopedist for a check up.
I was doing fine, and she told me to
stop the Coumadin, since I had taken
it for three months. The calves of my
legs still have sore spots but my doctor assured me "that's not the problem " I am now fully ambulatory but
wonder about two issues One, should
I take an aspinn a day and, two, how
do I know that the clot situation has
resolved?
DEAR READER: Your story is typical of many that follow hip surgery
and prolonged convalescence.
However, yours is unique in that you
had DV'!'(deep venous thrombosis) in

Amos"Moe"
McCarty

*SHERIFF*

—a.

/VT11-111(
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I DON T KNow WHAT TO a0
FOR MOTHER'S DAY THIS YEAR

if

ME

-7

IF I LET M4 KIDS MAKE
GLEANBREAKFAST,
ING LIP FOR WEEKS!

I'LL BE

WHICH IS WORSE...
FEARING THAT YOU'LL TURN
INTO YOUR MOTHER, OR
REALiz.INCr THAT ALL YOUR,
FRIENOs ALREADY HAVE?

HA, HA! IF WE TAKE THE
BABY TO A RESTAURANT,
DO WE UOLuNTEER TO
VACUUM wHEN E LEAVE?

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
*** Your somber, serious attitude
impacts many around you. Express what
is on your mind and stop holding so
much in. By gaining another perspective,
you clear out a problem or, at least, have
an attitude adjustment. Don't make any
major decisions. Tonight. Do something
just for yourself.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Aim for what you want.
Establish stronger boundaries financially. Be willing to say "no" to someone and
eye your long-term personal objectives.
Money and security are inevitably intertwined. Few understand the importance

-N4
yow
DOIMU&M¼4OR
SCOLD HIM FOR PAINTING
"I LOVE MOM' ON THE WALL?

ET-riE Ft

1)&2'7 DID V00 KNOW
TrYSoN'S GoTet
NEW IC.E CREAM
FREEZER AT 7FiE
GAS STATiON"?

1 Roamed
about
6 Imitating
11 Soup holder
12 Tribal council
members
14 Rim
15 Fnzzy hairdos
17 And. to
Caesar
18 Herbal dnnk
19 Burning
20 — Dawn
Chong
21 Coastal flyer
23 Retainer
24 Two tablets.
maybe
25 Zany Martha
27 Kind of rat
28 Shoe width
30 Geisha's sash
31 Attila the —
32 Boat prefix
33 Forest
clearing
35 Robins' beaks

r vV Co FtS

THERE:5 CARAMEL AN'
VANILLA WITH MILK CHOC OLATE,51G DRuMSMCKS
-TOFFEE At•1 MAR3HMALL0v,J
f3tARS N'TWO
KINDS OF ESKIMC
PIES/

HE DR Pi.
IS -r-1-L=RE
ANVIHING I
CAN CO FOR I/Cu?

FILZER UP

•

GAIRIFIEI_CI
I THOUGHT YOU
WERE GETTING UP/

1

o

o

0

2

of your security. Tonight: Don't forget a
meeting. Be where people are
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Your senous manner could be difficult for someone to tolerate This person might not "get" how much he or she
is a player here You could be unusually
tired. Consider what might be going on
with a boss. Listen to authority and follow through if you know what is good for
you. Tonight: In the limelight.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Once you detach and get an
overall view, your tune changes Your
perspective develops once you pull back_
Don't let personal issues flow into your
work or interactions right now. Stay on
top of work. Seek out experts Tonight.
Rent a movie
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** A friend offers yet another
option. You might want to relate with
associates on a one-on-one level. Don't
feel like you have to deal with everyone
simultaneously Results count. Others
respond to your attention and nurturing
Tonight. Go for more of what you want.
VIRGO (Atig. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Listen to others. How you let
another know you're not pleased could
be more important than you realize. Hold
your feelings back and think about what
would be the most effective way of letting this person know what you think.
You can wait a day or so. Tonight. Say
"yes" for now.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** Work is your highest priority
As a result, you might need to change
direction or make different choices. If
you need to cancel plans. do so
Someone who often proves to be a

3

Mr

15

8 Badges and
such
9 Compass pt
10 Lubncates
11 Monsieur's
pate
8

ILO

18

Ill
17

a

22

ill
HERE'S JOE COOL. HANGING
AROUND THE STUDENT UNION
E‘(EIN6 CHICKS

5-6 C 2002 United Feature Syndicate
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I CAN GO TO THE STUDENT
UNION AND EYE CHICKS OR
I CAN GO TO THE LIBRARV
ANC' STUIN FOR MY FINALS
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SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec 211
*** Someone might be considerably
sterner than you had anticipated. Loosen
up and worry less about what is happening here, because this person has been
going through a lot You might think you
know, but you don't Focus on your
home and security Tonight: Mosey on
home
Ap
CORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
CAPRICORN
*** Work takes a lot more out of you
than you might be willing to admit. If
you don't like what is going on, consider
changing your work or your patterns at
work. Speak carefully to those around
you. Your uptighmess could flow into
your communication. Tonight Let gc
and enjoy.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18)
*** The planets encourage you not to
take a risk. Step back and be more sure of
yourself when dealing with others
Sometimes you feel insecure without a
reason A child or new friend could be
testy or withholding. Tonight: Indulge
another, he or she needs it!
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
**** Turn on the personality when
dealing with others, especially as many
might be having a difficult day. Your
gentle coaxing and understanding could
help another move off his or her position.
You also might be a bit tighter than you
think. Tonight: Do what you want, now'

'
Subscribe to the

1 More abrupt
2 Eye or ear
3 Kind of
neckline
4 MIT grad,
maybe
5 Genetic
letters
6 Condor's nest
7 Intrigue
115

resource could cut you orf in a most
way. Tonight: Work as late as
be
unexpected
need
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Stay light and easy. but don't
think you can melt away someone's
resistance. Claim responsibility here, as
your recent behavior makes such a difference to someone Lighten up about
what is going on, and help another relax
Tonight Play away.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

am

4*'

Horoscope

11

21

AS I SEE IT I HAVE
'
TWO CHOICES

Darrell Crawford has been appointed to West Point Military
Academy in New York.
Steve W. Compton of Murray
was among 36 pharmacy students at
the College of Pharmacy at the University of Kentucky in Lexington
honored at the 13th annual awards
ey's.
Murray State University's Fac- banquet there.
Recent births reported include a
ulty Senate passed a resolution at a
May 5 meeting - the last meeting of girl to Mr. and Mrs. George Greenthe 1991-92 academic year - asking field on April 29, a girl to Mr. and
president Dr. Ronald J Kurth to Mrs. Rokec Shapla on April 29 and
meet with the body next semester to a boy to R Gene and Rusan
discuss the handling of this year's McCutcheon on May 1
Forty years ago
budget reductions.
Buford Hurt, president of the
Recent births reported include a
girl to Jerrie and Shannon Johnston Calloway County Airport Board.
on April 16 and a boy to Harold and said Foreman's Club of Murray
Shelly Pond on April 28.
Manufacturing Company has provided a lot of labor for work and
Twenty years ago
Randy Dawson, Calloway has donated items for local airport.
Sheryl Carman, Billy Wilson,
County High School senior, has received an appointment to the U.S. Marion Belote and Ann Kay SandMilitary Academy at West Point, ers were installed as new officers of
N.Y.
Murray High School's Student
Kent Eversmeyer talked about Council.
his experiences with Madison Scout
Mrs. T.R. Edwards presented a
Drum and Bugle Corps at Madison, lesson on "Promoting Good Mental
Wis., at a meeting of Murray Ki- Health" at a meeting of New Conwants Club.
cord Homemakers Club held at the
Births reported include a boy to home of Mrs. Pete Hughes, presiMr. and Mrs. Jim Morgani on April dent.
12.
Fifty years ago
New officers of the Home DeHazel High School Senior Class
partment of the Murray Woman's presented a play. "Comin' Round
Club are Larue Redden, Mary the Mountain," on May 3.
Gertzen and Anna Stahler.
The Rev. Robert E. Jarman has
Thirty years ago
resigned as pastor of First Christian
The Grand Jury for the May Church after serving for seven
term of Calloway County Circuit years. He has accepted the pastorate
Court made its report on May 4 to of Elm St. Christian Church in
Circuit Court Judge James M. Las- Greensboro, N.C.

36 Road rally
37 — puddle
38 Rank above
viscount
42 Before
43 Allow
44 Singer Starr
45 Dorothy s
46 aunt
Nervous
48 Omen
49 Closed tightly
51 Wheat protein
53 Waterfowl
54 Softball and
tennis

18

HERE'S JOE
COOL WALKIN6
ACROSS THE
CAMPUS..

Teo years ago
A new pilot program at Calloway County High School recognizes that a child's peers can sometimes also be their best teachers
The program. called Kids Influencing Kids (KIK) is a cooperative
venture between CCHS and Shon-
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44

13 Longhorns
16 Leave in a
hurry
20 Tier
22 Eat away at
23 Memo
acronym
24 Like pea-soup
fog
26 Actor Vigoda
27 Periscope site
28 Comes to
terms
29 Womed
31 Masked
34 Fighter pilot
35 Squirrel food
37 Heals
39 'Go fly — —
40 Funes
41 Vanessa s
sister
43 Scallion kir
46 Best
medicine
47 Quiche need
48 Total
50 Potatoes gratin
52 Calun s st

R &TiM ES
l
;a
I4 ri

Home Delivery
$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

3 mo.
6 me.
1 yr.

Local Mail
(Calloway, Graves & Marshall)
.$2500
—
3 mo.
$50.00
6 mo.

Rest of KY/TN
5
4
.
an
..
...P
iPuryear. Buchanan &
6 me.
1 yr

.$110.00

bstriptions
$70.00
3 mo. —
6 me. ..—...........$85.00
1 yr.
Money Order
M/C

Check
Visa
Name
Street Address

City
Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
a

